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PERSPECTIVE

A Note on Jane Austen and
the Importance of Freedom

We are in the midst of a Jane Austen
revival. Several recent films based on her
novels have been hits with both critics and the
movie-going public. Many readers are discov
ering-or rediscovering-the wit and quiet
charm of her prose.

Jane Austen appeals to us because her
novels so realistically depict the life of the
upper middle classes in early nineteenth
century England. An Austen novel may be
compared to a Vermeer painting-rendered
scrupulously from real life, with great atten
tion to even the most minute detail. For
example, Miss Austen never records a con
versation between men alone without at least
one woman present in the room. She appar
ently felt that women had no idea what men
talked about when they were alone and hence
was careful not to relate such exchanges.

Miss Austen's works can also be exasper
ating. One wonders how such delightful, wise,
and witty heroines can be the offspring of such
vain, silly, and inept parents. In her last
completed novel, Persuasion, we find Anne
Elliot, one of the most perceptive and reso
lute of Miss Austen's heroines. Anne's father,
Sir Walter Elliot, on the other hand, is vanity
personified. The only reading he has done
in years is the entry about himself in the
baronetage-an entry that is there, not for
anything he himself has accomplished, but
due to his inheritance. His greatest concern is
facial wrinkles- how to eradicate his own and
how to tolerate their appearance in others.

Emma Woodhouse, the heroine of Emma,
is one ofAusten's less prepossessing heroines.
But compared with her father she is a model
of intellectual brilliance and conversational
eloquence. Mr. Woodhouse is capable of little
else than moaning about his susceptibility to
disease.

Elizabeth Bennett, in Pride and Prejudice, is
Miss Austen's most popular heroine-and
deservedly so. Her lively perspicacity and
moral fortitude are the envy of almost every
reader who has enjoyed her story. And her
parents? Her father, Mr. Bennett, is depicted
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as a near-recluse, driven to the shelter of his
library because of his embarrassing wife.
While Elizabeth Bennett is the model of
intelligence and virtue, her mother is the
epitome of shallowness and empty-headed
vanity.

Jane Austen herself was aware of the irony
presented by the differences between parent
and child and tried in several of her books to
explain it. Hence, Anne Elliot rises above her
father in character partially due to the solic
itous care and concern of her patroness, Lady
Russell. Emma is described as having had a
wonderful governess. Elizabeth Bennett
spent much time in the library with her father,
apparently learning much from both books
and Mr. Bennett. But having a fine mentor or
a remarkable teacher is probably not the
whole answer.

The real explanation lies in the fact that
these young heroines are, in their own way, as
resourceful and as disciplined as any entre
preneur. Indeed, one distasteful aspect of
Jane Austen's art for many readers is the
almost businesslike way in which her charac
ters approach the prospects of marriage. But
the best of her heroines have prepared them
selves with as much care and forethought as
anyone ever starting a great enterprise.

Her heroines have, for the most part,
mastered literature and languages; they are
wonderful in conversation and in writing; they
can play musical instruments; they are at least
competent in a variety of sports and horse
back riding; they are accomplished needle
women; and they have thoroughly mastered
the rather difficult social dances of their day.
These young women are in the real world, the
world of competition, of hopes, of chances.

But the framework of this mannerly world
is artificial. Even though there are dashing
soldiers aplenty, we seldom see even a hint of
violence in Jane Austen. For a more complete
picture we must go to the Scottish novels of
Jane Austen's contemporary, Sir Walter
Scott. Therein we witness the violence that
maintains the artificial world so charmingly
depicted by Jane Austen. But the result of that
artificiality, so carefully removed from the
violence and threat of violence that maintains

it, is decay. And that·is faithfully recorded by
the ever-observant Miss Austen.

After our heroes and heroines have mar
ried, they have little in their artificial worlds
to challenge them. They sit and they talk; they
play whist; they call on neighbors; they discuss
politics, the weather, and, mostly, the neigh
bors. Above all, they remember and reminisce
about what they once could do.

In a word, they cease to be Anne Elliot,
Emma Woodhouse, and Elizabeth Bennett
and degenerate into Mr. Elliot, Mr. Wood
house, and Mrs. Bennett. How discouraging
to think that the miraculous Miss Elizabeth
Bennett might sink into the emptyheadedness
of Mrs. Bennett once she marries and be
comes Mrs. Darcy, mistress of the great estate
of Pembroke.

In Jane Austen's world, the only real way to
obtain a good livelihood was through inher
itance, marriage, or to wrest it from someone
else through military triumph. Nowhere do we
find people advancing in society by entrepre
neurial activity by meeting the real needs of
people.

English society was to change greatly dur
ing the first half of the nineteenth century.
With greater personal freedom came an in
crease in opportunity. The advancing In
dustrial Revolution created wealth and the
prospect of trade. The subsequent repeal of
the Corn Laws in 1846 made farming more
competitive and ended the sheltered and
protected existence for many large land
owners.

In fiction we tend to view the ending that
somehow ensures security for our hero and
heroine to the end of their days as the "happy
ending." Jane Austen's unforgettable por
traits of Mr. Elliot, Mr. Woodhouse, and Mrs.
Bennett remind us that a secure life in a
stagnant society is not a happy existence. It
can bring loss of capacity and character. It can
engender hollowness, emptiness, vanity. It
may mean living luxuriously, but being barely
alive. It vividly reminds us how important it is
to be free to fail until the day we die.

-MERRILL GEE

(Mr.· Gee is an engineer in Salt Lake City.)
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Free Trade to Benefit the
Many-Not Fair Trade to
Benefit the Few

By Dwight R. Lee

When asked, most politicians claim that
they favor free trade. But they quickly

add the qualification that it must also be fair
trade, which generally means that we should
open our markets to another country's prod
ucts only if their markets are equally open to
our products. This qualification makes sense
politically because people are easily con
vinced that it makes sense economically. Why
should we give other countries the opportu
nity to increase their employment at our
expense unless they reciprocate? Unfortu
nately, this view misses entirely the real ad
vantages of international trade. Furthermore,
it reflects a serious political bias that distorts
government decisions over a wide range of
issues.

The advantage from trade with other coun
tries does not come from selling more to them
than they sell to us so we can create more jobs.
The key to a successful economy has never
been simply the creation of jobs. The ability to
consume always exceeds the ability to pro
duce, so there is never a lack· of work to do.
The key to a successful economy is directing
people into the most productive jobs, those
that create the most value for consumers. This
is .the real advantage of international trade.

Dr. Lee teaches economics at the University of
Georgia, and is this month's guest editor.

We create more productive domestic jobs
both when we sell and when we buy from other
countries, and the more open the interna
tional trade arrangements the better for all
countries. When country B restricts the im
port of American products it reduces its
productivity as well as ours. But we only add
to our productivity loss if we respond by
restricting the ability of our citizens to buy
products from country B.

Consider the fact that, despite political
rhetoric, when we· buy foreign products we
create American jobs. It would actually be
better for Americans if this weren't true.
When Americans buy products from, say,
Japan, we end up with products we value more
than the dollars spent could have bought
elsewhere, and the Japanese end up with
more dollars (actually the one who sells yen to
American importers to pay for the Japanese
products ends up with more dollars, but this
doesn't meaningfully alter the story). What do
the Japanese do with these dollars? It would
be nice if they treated them as collector's
items, to be kept and admired. Then Amer
icans could obtain valuable products by doing
nothing more costly than printing up dollars,
something so easy that even the federal gov
ernment does it well..But the Japanese pro
duce goods for Americans not because they
want dollars, but because of what dollars can
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buy. Those dollars eventually come back to
America as claims on goods produced by
American workers, or as investments in
America that create domestic employment
opportunities. They may not all come back
directly from Japan, but they do come back.

I don't deny that by restricting foreign
imports we can save some American jobs. But
because these jobs, by definition, cannot sur
vive the demands of international trade they
obviously don't create as much value as those
American jobs that would have been created
without the import restrictions. Foreign trade
eliminates only those jobs that are producing
goods which domestic consumers can import
cheaper by shifting their effort into more
productive employment elsewhere in the
economy.

Unfortunately, the general benefits from
unrestricted imports (lower prices for con
sumers and a more productive economy) are
largely ignored by the political process, which
sees imports as a threat to existing jobs. The
problem here reflects a distortion inherent in
the political process. Relatively small groups
organized around a common concern, such as
protecting profits and jobs in a particular
industry, are well positioned and strongly
motivated to communicate through the polit
ical process with a loud, clear voice. On the
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other hand, the general consuming public is
too large and too diverse in its concerns to
communicate a clear and consistent message
through the political process. If something
threatens to concentrate a cost on an orga
nized few while spreading a benefit over the
unorganized many, politicians will hear from
the few but not from the many.

This bias in favor of special interests over
the general interest explains a host of political
perversities. It explains, for example, the
difficulty politicians have cutting spending
programs, which tend to concentrate benefits
on organized interest groups, in order to
reduce the burden on the general taxpayer.
And it certainly explains the political perspec
tive on free trade, which emphasizes the
advantage in protecting existing jobs over the
far greater, but much more general, advan
tage of better choices for consumers and
improved economic productivity.

If politicians could feel the gain of the
unorganized many as intensely as they feel the
pain of the organized few, a large number of
government restrictions on our economic
choices would be quickly eliminated. Restric
tions on our ability to buy the best products at
the lowest prices, whether produced at home
or abroad, would be among the first to
go. 0

At What Price Will The Gold Standard Return1
1797 Half Eagle 5.00
Gold Piece Uncirculated

Price HlstDry
1957 -$700
1967 - $3,800
1977 - $9,500
1987 - $30,000
1997 - $137,500

• Quality U.S., Latin American
and world rare coins for
aggressive or conservative
portfolios.

• collection building expert.

• Buying, selling, trading.

Tom Pilltowski 6278 North Federal Hwy, #369, Ft. lauderdale, Florida 33308
U.S. Toll Free: 1-800-524-6321 • Tel: 1-954-979-2640 • Fax: ·1-954-979-2624
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Entitlements Versus
Investments: A Parable

by George C. Leef

I magine two nations. We'll call one Atlantis
and the other Pacifica. They are similar in

most respects, except one. The government of
Atlantis has established a right to housing,
which is provided free to all citizens. Houses
are built by unionized government employees
following plans and procedures approved by
the Atlantis Housing Department (AHD).
Citizens are assigned houses based on family
size. They may modify the house (within
certain limits), but it remains government
property. If a family dislikes their assigned
house, they may spend their money to build
one or buy one that is not government prop
erty.

In Pacifica, in contrast, housing is not a
right. The government neither builds nor
subsidizes housing for anyone. Those who
want shelter must buy it, rent it, or build it
themselves. There isn't even a housing code to
tell people how to build houses. There is no
Pacifica Housing Department, since the peo
ple don't regard housing as any of the gov
ernment's business.

Housing is an entitlement in Atlantis,
whereas it is an investment in Pacifica. The
important question is whether the people are
better off with their "free" government hous
ing in the former or their housing investments
in the latter.

Mr. Leef is president of Patrick Henry Associates:
Liberty Consultants, East Lansing, Michigan, and
book review editor of The Freeman.

Cost
Housing is free in Atlantis-but does that

mean it costs less? As economists have been
pointing out for centuries, scarcely anything is
really free. If scarce resources are used, the
costs can be hidden, but they cannot be
avoided. The funds expended by the AHD for
construction and maintenance come from
taxes that the government adroitly hides as
much as possible through the fiction that
businesses pay them. Nevertheless, the AHD
has a prodigious budget, which means that-it
is soaking up a lot of resources that could have
been used elsewhere.

The size of the AHD's budget is deter
mined politically and the often-heard refrain,
"We can't let our kids freeze," has helped to
boost that budget much faster than the rate of
population growth. AHD officials find "unmet
housing needs" everywhere. Politicians who
suggest that the budget be "cut"-that is, the
rate of growth trimmed-can expect a salvo
of motive-impugning attacks like "You're
against decent housing!"

The vast AHD budget is an irresistible
magnet for groups that would like money to
flow their way. The various housing producers
do very well. The National Edifice Associa
tion (NEA), a union of housing builders, is
among the most powerful political forces in
Atlantis and it has successfully lobbied for
ever-larger work crews and ever-higher pay.
The suppliers of materials have successfully
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lobbied for prevailing price laws, which man
date that the AHD purchase only the highest
quality (and cost) materials. from approved
sellers. The AHD naturally needs a large
number of highly paid housing inspectors,
administrators, facilitators, and other experts.

In Pacifica, people invest their own money
in houses. They contract carefully, making as
sure as they can that they receive maximum
value for their money. They shop around a lot,
often driving down original bids and asking
prices significantly. Housing producers and
suppliers sometimes grumble about the "cut
throat competition," but most stay in it.

The difference in systems and their incen
tives leads to quite a difference in cost. Per
square foot, housing in Atlantis costs twice as
much as it does in Pacifica. The funny thing is
that many citizens of Atlantis express pity for
Pacificans, who have to pay many thousands
of dollars for their homes instead of receiving
them "for free."

Quality
In Atlantis, the housing quality is generally

poor. The unionized workers know that their
jobs are secure. The possibility of any disci
plinary action for cutting corners is extremely
remote. Most AHD inspectors are "reason
able" and don't expect framing to be perfectly
square or plumbing to be leak-free. After all,
the inspectors aren't the ones who will be
living in the houses, so why stir up a lot of
trouble? (An embarrassing fact is that many
of the housing workers and bureaucrats own
privately built houses.) Losing your job is only
a theoretical possibility, even for the most
egregious blunder, thanks to the union.

Therefore, when citizens of Atlantis move
into their houses, they find them to be rickety,
drafty, leaky, and sloppy. Most don't com
plain, however. For one thing, complying with
the procedures to register complaints is time
consuming and seldom leads to a satisfactory
resolution. Moreover, the NEA and the AHD
spend heavily in advertising each year to
convince people that the houses they inhabit
are designed and built by "dedicated profes
sionals who really care" and are the best that
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can be expected, given the many problems
that those professionals must deal with (like
defective tools, warped lumber, and so on).
This has proven to be very successful and most
of the people have come to believe that their
free housing is the best they can expect.
(Occasionally, there are nasty reports com
paring the quality of houses in Atlantis with
those in Pacifica, but such reports are invari
ably dismissed by intellectuals and experts as
"fatally flawed" comparisons put forth by
"housing elitists.")

Pacificans are happy with the quality of
their houses; indeed, high quality is taken for
granted. Those who build, maintain, and
repair houses compete vigorously for the
consumer's dollar and know that they have to
monitor quality ofworkmanship carefully lest
they commit a breach of contract. While not
all Pacificans are fussy and demanding,
enough of them are that it is too risky for a
contractor to assume he can get away with
sloppy work. The existence of some fussy,
demanding housing consumers raises the
standards in the market for the benefit of all.
Contractors in Pacifica are directly account
able to their customers, fear lawsuits and loss
of reputation, and therefore do good to
excellent work. People who have lived in both
countries unanimously report that Pacifica
has much better housing.

Features
For many years following the establishment

of a housing entitlement in Atlantis, houses
continued to be designed along "traditional"
lines. But, starting 20 years ago, politically
influential theorists with ideas about the ways
housing could be used to restructure and
improve society began to assert themselves;
now, housing design is very much a political
question. The way houses are built has little to
do with what the inhabitants might want and
much to do with political clout of the many
groups that stand to benefit if houses are built
in accordance with their vision.

For example, environmentalists have pre
vailed upon the AHD to use substantially less
lumber in framing houses in order to save
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trees. The Environmental Coalition produced
a study demonstrating that houses would be
just as strong if 2 X 4s were replaced by 2 X
3s and they were more widely spaced. An
advertising campaign showing trees crying at
the approach of a logger carried the day, and
thereafter, all houses were built according to
"environmentally friendly" specifications.
Unfortunately, lots of roofs have collapsed
and walls have buckled. Some people have
died in accidents due to weaker framing, but
a proposal by the AHD to go back to the old
standards has been tied up in the courts for
years by the environmentalists, who say that
we must not "turn the clock back."

The egalitarians have also weighed in. A
famous University of Atlantis sociologist
wrote a paper arguing that housing differ
ences were a source of social division. Even
tually, a bill called the Housing Harmony Act
was passed. At first, it eliminated different
styles, and by later amendment, different sizes
of houses. Now, all houses must appear the
same to passersby; some houses are actually
bigger than others to accommodate larger
families, but that is done by putting more
rooms in basements. Now, no one loses self
esteem over the fact that his house looks
smaller than others.

Some people have griped about this devel
opment. A few painted their cookie-cutter
houses wild colors in protest, but that was
quickly made illegal. (Now you can choose
between two shades of tan.) Others, com
plaining about basement rooms, were si
lenced with retorts like, "Since when are you
a housing expert?" or "Why are you against
social harmony?"

In Pacifica, houses are built with the cus
tomer in mind. People can buy or build a
house with any features they want (and can

afford}. They get what they want, not what
others have decided they should want.

Conclusion
Other revealing comparisons could be

made, but let's stop here and assess the
relative situations. In Atlantis, housing is an
entitlement. It is "free" to the citizens, but
costs a lot and is of poor quality. Since politics
drives the decision-making process, housing is
built less to satisfy the occupant than it is to
satisfy important political constituencies.
Housing is a poor value and getting worse.

In Pacifica, housing is an investment. Peo
ple spend their own money directly and make
sure that they get the most value they can for
it. Given their budgets, they get the best, most
satisfactory housing they can. The wealthy live
in mansions and the poor in very modest
homes, but the housing for everyone is solid
and functional.

These differences are not accidental. They
aren't a matter of the individuals involved or
the cultures of Atlantis and Pacifica. The
differences are systemic.

Turning housing into a "free" entitlement
necessarily changes the incentives of people.
If you can get what you want through politics,
people behave differently than if, to get what
you want, you have to contract or cooperate
with individuals who are free to say no. For
that reason, consumers will always get better
housing-or any other good or service
when they are investing their own money in it
as opposed to accepting it as an entitlement
that has been shaped by others.

Atlantis and Pacifica are imaginary, but can
you think of anything your government pro
vides as an entitlement that should be an
investment? D



Ideas and Consequences

How We'll Know When
We've Won

by Lawrence W. Reed

"Are we winning?" That's a query I hear
almost every time I speak to an au

dience about liberty and the battle of ideas.
Everyone wants to know if we should be
upbeat or distraught about the course of
events, as if the verdict should determine
whether or not we continue the fight. Too
many friends of liberty rely on the prevailing
wind to tell them whether, when, and how to
proceed-and even how to feel about it at any
given moment.

Personally, I take a long-term, optimistic,
even-tempered, and self-directed approach
that doesn't depend upon the rest of the
world. Each of us ought to do all we can to
advance the cause and then let the proverbial
chips fall where they may, taking comfort in
the fact that we did our best as individuals,
regardless of the outcome. Moreover, I re
main supremely confident that, as FEE's
Leonard Read put it, "truth will out" and
liberty will indeed triumph because it is right.
Pessimism is a self-fulfilling opiate anyway, so
I never let it enter my mind.

But this begs an even more important
question, one posed to me recently when I
cited powerful intellectual trends as evidence
that we are indeed winning. The question was,
"How will we know when we've won?"

In the largest sense, "winning" means
achieving a civil society in which people both
preach and practice respect for life and prop-

Lawrence W Reed, economist and author, is presi
dent of the Mackinac Center for Public Policy, a
free-market research and educational organization
headquartered in Midland, Michigan.

erty. It means we each mend our own ways
and mind our own business. It means we rely
upon voluntary association and individual
compassion, not coercive arrangements and
political redistribution. It means minimal gov
ernment and maximum self-reliance. And
when we get there, the battle of ideas will still
not be over because people, being less than
perfect, can always unlearn the truths they've
learned.

In a narrower, more concrete sense, we'll
know we've won when very specific chang
es-in thought and policy-have come about.
I've compiled a few here in a list that is by no
means complete. Consider it nothing more
than a beginning.

We'll know we've won:
• When "liberalism" once again is synon

ymous with liberty;
In his History ofEconomic Thought, Joseph

Schumpeter noted that liberalism initially
described the view of those who believed that
"the best way of promoting economic devel
opment and general welfare is to remove
fetters from the private enterprise economy
and to leave it alone." In today's American
parlance, it means quite the opposite. Schum
peter regarded it as "a supreme, if unin
tended, compliment" that "the enemies of the
system of private enterprise have thought it
wise to appropriate its label."

Liberalism is too good a term to allow it to
be the booty of statists. Let's retake it, and let
those who fight to preserve the failed big
government status quo be known as the real
"conservatives." When that happens, we'll
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have won much more than just the semantic
high ground.

• When "public service" is regarded as
what one naturally does in the private sector;

Government employment, even when the
employee is running roughshod over the
rights and property of others, wears the
prestigious mantle of selfless service to hu
manity, a cut above what motivates people who
don't work for the government. But in many
cases, a government worker's genuine public
service actually begins when he secures an
honest living in the private sector-producing
goods and providing services that improve the
lives of others who patronize him because they
choose to, not because they're forced to.

Conquering diseases, inventing labor
saving devices, feeding and clothing millions,
and countless other private, often profit
motivated activities are no less indicative of
service to the public than just about anything
the government does. The next time someone
tells you he's running for office or seeking a
government job, ask him if this means he is
planning to leave public service.

• When an "entitlement" is a paycheck, not
a welfare check;

My hat's off to whoever started the bad
habit of calling government handouts "enti
tlements." The term cleverly solidifies and
perpetuates the very programs it labels
programs that take something of value from
those who earned it and bestow it on those
who didn't earn it and may even value it ·less.

A paycheck for work performed is a gen
uine entitlement. A claim· against that pay
check by those who would rather vote for a
living than work for one is neither genuine nor
something to which one is entitled in a free
society. Let's correct the thought patterns that
allow the current misuse of the term to
undergird the modern welfare state.

• When citizens muster at least as much
interest in a spending revolt as they often
exhibit for a tax revolt;

Almost everyone favors lower taxes, at least
for himself, but that doesn't necessarily mean
everyone also favors less government spend
ing. Sometimes, the same people who advo
cate lower taxes are in line for whatever they
can slurp from the public trough.

It's not enough to ask your congressman
not to take from you. You must also demand
that he not give you anything either, at least
nothing that isn't rightfully yours in the first
place.

• When government stops distributing its
coercive powers to special interests;

Government isn't the only outfit that
employs legal and often unwarranted
force against people. Others do it, too, if
government first grants them the power to
do so.

The best example is today's labor unions.
With special privileges given them by govern
ment, they force millions into their ranks or
into financially supporting causes to which
they may object. For instance, the U.S. Su
preme Court affirmed in its 1988 Beck deci
sion the right of each and every worker not to
be assessed a penny by his union for political
activities without his consent, but almost no
one at any level of government seems inter
ested in enforcing that ruling.

We should work for the day when a citizen's
Beck rights are widely regarded to be as
important as his Miranda rights.

• When self-improvement is understood to
be the indispensable first step to reforming
the world.

If every person set about to make himself a
model citizen, he would have a full-time,
lifetime job on his hands. Many succumb,
however, to the temptation to meddle in
the affairs of others-and even the best of
intentions often ends up yielding conflict and
harm.

The steady progress of mankind derives
from the progress of individual men and
women who, one at a time, decide to make the
best of what God gives them. Be a model, not
a burden, and watch how quickly you encour
age others to be the same.

A pretty tall order, you say? Yes, it is, and
there are plenty of other benchmarks I could
have added to this list to make the order even
taller. Few things that are worthwhile are
attained or retained easily. Winning the battle
for liberty is among the most animating con
tests I can imagine, in part because the
benchmarks along the way are as right as is the
ultimate objective. 0
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Transit's Transition from
Socialism

by Daniel B. Klein, Adrian T. Moore, and Binyam Reja

I n the United States, transit services have
long been in decline. Despite federal, state,

and local subsidies to municipally owned bus
services, ridership has been dwindling and
productivity has declined. The traditional
approaches to running transit systems
government planning or operation of bus and
rail, government subsidization of private op
erations, and heavy regulation of all transit
modes-have failed, and there is little hope of
their coming right.

Street-based transit in the United States
today is predominantly bus service, but at
other times and places streets have also been
serviced by smallervehicles that follow a route
but not a schedule-called jitneys. Jitneys
have numerous advantages over buses. They
are smaller and speedier, stopping less often
and negotiating traffic more adeptly. They are
highly flexible in their entry and exit from the
market, and can respond immediately to
market conditions. A jitney may be nothing
other .than an ordinary sedan driven by a
commuter on his or her way to work, stopping
to pick up paying passengers. American tran
sit policy has forsaken jitneys.

International events of the past ten years
have been an object lesson in the limitations
of government enterprise. The whole world
moves toward the market economy. Yet in

Daniel Klein, Adrian Moore, and Binyam Reja are
the authors of Curb Rights: A Foundation for Free
Enterprise in Urban Transit, recently published by
the Brookings Institution.

urban transit in the United States, we still
have heavy government intervention and, if
you will, socialism. How do we make a "tran
sition" to a market economy in urban transit?

Establishing Private Property
Rights

A functioning market depends on private
property rights. A fundamental resource of
the transit sector, a resource too long ignored
by transportation scholars, are the curb areas,
bus stops, and sidewalk areas where passen
gers congregate and vehicles stop. Scholars
have taken for granted the government own
ership and management of these resources.
But why not let these resources be governed
by market forces operating within the rule of
law? The way to give a sound foundation to a
bona fide market in urban transit is to estab
lish privately held rights in curb zones and bus
stops.

Local officials must not only encourage
private management of these resources, but
also give legal definition to the resources and
enforce rights held therein. Local policymak
ers need to discover a legal framework within
which a system offree enterprise will function.
Even the free-market theoretician Friedrich
Hayek sees an important role for legal con
structivism on the part of government: "The
functioning of a competition ... depends,
above all, on the existence of an appropriate
legal system, a legal system designed both to
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preserve competition and to make it operate
as beneficially as possible."

An important feature of transit service is
generating passenger congregations, that is,
sufficient riders at scheduled stops to form a
kind of critical mass of ridership. But to
succeed, a service provider's investment in
cultivating passenger congregations through
dependable service, advertising, and so forth,
must be recoverable. It must be protected
from interloping by jitneys. This protection
depends on the nature of curb rights. Varia
tions in curb rights explain a wide diversity of
transit experiences.

Many studies of transit markets show that
transit services are gored by one of the two
horns of a dilemma. Some markets enable
scheduled operators to appropriate the value
of passenger congregations, but this is
achieved by granting them exclusive rights,
not only to waiting passengers at specified
curb zones, but to the entire route. This is the
predominant arrangement in the United
States today. Thus the first horn of the
dilemma is transit monopoly.

Other transit markets avoid all regulation
and have a sort of lawless competition. This
occurs in some less developed countries and
in illegal jitney markets in New York. Lawless
competition precludes monopoly and indeed
gives rise to freewheeling services like jitneys.
Yet it impales transit service on the other
horn of the dilemma. Scheduled service does
not cultivate passenger congregations be
cause constant interloping will expropriate
the investment. In densely populated markets,
transit services are somewhat chaotic and un
predictable. In sparse markets, the interloping
totally destroys the market, like a parasite
consuming its host; unless there are subsidies to
bus service, the result is no service at all.

The horns of dilemma can be avoided,
however, by a locally planned system of prop
erty rights. American cities can have the best
of both kinds of markets-scheduled bus
service, and unscheduled but faster and more
flexible jitneys. The solution is based on a new
idea: create exclusive and transferable curb
rights (to bus stops and other pickup points)
leased by auction. This way scheduled service
would have exclusive protection where its
passengers congregate, and jitneys would be
able to pick up passengers elsewhere along
the route, at curb zones designated as com
mons. Curb rights holders would be free to
contract with bus companies and other service
providers. They would do so as they see fit.
Once a sound foundation of property rights is
established, central planning becomes unnec
essary.

The proposed system would give life to
transit entrepreneurship. Within the property
rights framework based on curb rights, entre
preneurs would be free, able, and driven to
introduce ever-better service, revise sched
ules and route structures, establish connec
tions among transit providers, facilitate pas
senger interchange, and use new pricing
strategies. Alongside scheduled bus service,
jitneys would respond flexibly to weather,
time of day, special events, and other chang
ing conditions. They would offer service on a
short-term basis, fill market niches, provide
courtesy door-to-door service, or simply pick
up customers on the way to work-whatever
the market would bear. Yet the plan would
avoid the problems associated with lawless
competition, like interloping, chaos, conflict,
and lack of trust. Within a suitable framework
of property rights the invisible hand will be
able to do in transit what it does so well in
other parts of the economy. 0
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Slugging It Out

by C. Daniel Bradford

Several years ago 1was transferred by the
military from Georgia to the Washington,

D.C., area. Because real estate is so expensive
in the area immediately adjacent to the cap
ital, most people live in the outlying bedroom
communities. As the head of a large house
hold 1 was forced by economic necessity to
move to one of these communities. My first
day driving to work gave me a taste ofhow bad
the traffic can be here. It took me 2V2 hours
to drive the 25 miles from my house in Prince
William County to my office in Arlington. My
average one-way commute was between 75
and 90 minutes.

I knew there had to be a better way. As I
looked for alternate ways to get to work 1
studied the different options, including Metro
Bus and Northern Virginia Rail.

As a Metro Bus rider, 1would have to drive
my car to a "Park & Ride" lot purchased by
tax money, and then get on a bus to Wash
ington, D.C. The bus is inconvenient and the
one-way cost is more than I pay for gas for a
round trip in my car.

Years· ago a rail line into Prince William
County was proposed to alleviate the traffic
congestion on 1-95. After many delays, it is
now in service, but the fare is more than the
bus, and there is serious talk of charging riders
to park their cars in the rail station lot. To top
it off, the rail that carries passengers into D.C.
is not the same line that runs through D.C., so
I wouldn't be able to directly transfer to
another line.

c. Daniel Bradford is a major in the Army and works
for the National Guard Bureau inArlington, Virginia.

From Intervention Comes
Opportunity: The "Slug" Line

To relieve traffic congestion on 1-95 the State
of Virginia built a separate set of traffic lanes
that flow north in the morning and south in the
evening. Legal use of these lanes during peak
hours requires at least three people in the car.
These lanes are called HOV-3 lanes, or High
Occupancy Vehicle-3 persons. These lanes
travel at a much higher average speed and are
much less congested and less prone to accidents.

Individuals who work in the metropolitan
area drive to commuter lots in their communi
ties and park their cars. They then stand in a
queue and wait for drivers who are traveling to
their general destination. As a driver comes to
the queue he announces his destination and
how many riders he needs. Riders join the driver
and they enter the HOV-31anes.

This system works. The riders need to get
to work. The driver wants to drive his car and
needs extra riders to use the HOV-3 lanes.
The driver drops off his riders and everyone
goes on his way. No money is exchanged. Each
has benefited from the voluntary exchange:
the riders (slugs) get to work and don't have
to worry about driving or parking and the
driver (slugger) gets the use of his car and the
legitimate use of the HOV-3 lanes. In the
evening the process is reversed. In the 30 years
riders have been slugging it out, there has not
been a single reported incident of violence. 1
find it saves me about a half hour when I pick
up slugs. I have never had to stand in the "Slug
Line" for more than ten minutes.

Several years ago 1was in a store that has
a parking lot that is used as a commuter lot.
I thanked the owner for allowing us to use his
parking lot as a "Slug Line." He said that a few
years before, agents of the government bus
service asked him to refuse the use of his
parking lot to the "Slug Line." They found it
was significantly cutting into their ridership.
They wanted a more captive clientele. The
store owner refused, and the "Slug Line" in
that area continues.

The "Slug Line" may not be for everybody,
but it provides a market solution a great many
prefer over the government solutions to the
traffic congestion in northern Virginia. D
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Letters from Russia

by Dennis L. Peterson

GrigOry enjoyed studying English. He also
wanted to write, especially if it would

help him improve his English. One day, near
the end of 1979, his love of the language and
his desire to write led to a clash with Soviet
authorities.

"I was at the post office," Grigory recalls,
"and suddenly noticed that a woman in front
of me in the line was having her letter
registered with the address written in English
on the envelope. She was mailing a letter to
someone in the USA!"

Grigory had long dreamed of correspond
ing with an American. An idea flashed into his
head, and he began to memorize the name
and address on the envelope. When he got
back home, he immediately wrote a short
letter to the man, a John Geiss, asking for his
help in finding an American pen pal.

"Of course, I never received any reply,"
Grigory explained in a letter to me, "for the
simple reason that my letter never got to that
man, and, as I understood later, it had not
reached any farther than the KrasnodarTer
ritorial KGB department."

Later, in the summer of 1980, a short, bald
man visited Grigory at his home and "invited"
him to the local police station for a "conver
sation." Right away, Grigory knew that the
man was a KGB officer from the nearby city
of Krasnodar.

"At first, he asked me a few questions about
my life, about the amougt of my disability
pension, about my service in the Soviet Army,

Mr. Peterson is a homeschooling parent and a
frequent contributor to The Freeman, Teaching
Home, and other periodicals.

and about [an] accident that happened to me
in the Far East. Then he asked me about why
and how I had learned English and what kind
of books I liked to read.

"I already knew what I should answer him.
I told him that I enjoyed reading books by
Soviet writers translated into English, then I
named the titles of some very 'Soviet' books
that proclaimed the communist ideals and
several procommunist newspapers, such as
the Moscow News Weekly and the British
Morning Star.

"The man seemed quite satisfied. But then,
toward what I thought was to be the end ofour
'conversation,' he asked me straight, 'Who is
John Geiss?' I told him almost the whole truth
about getting the address at the post office and
of my desire 'to brush up on my English' by
exchanging letters with a native speaker."

Grigory's "conversation" with the KGB
lasted for two hours before they were finally
convinced that he was not a dangerous crim...
inal or an enemy of the state and released him.
But their method had been effective in sub
duing yet another innocent but inquisitive
citizen; Grigory did not try again to write to
anyone outside the Soviet Union until 1994,
well after the fall of the Soviet regime.

Meet Greg
I first became acquainted with Grigory

("My friends call me Grisha or Greg") when
in 1994 I responded to a notice in Focus on
the Family magazine seeking people inter
ested in helping common Russian families
by becoming their pen pals. Greg's applica-
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tion to the program revealed that he was my
age, was married, and had two young chil
dren-very similar to my own family situation.
Most importantly, he added, "I'm fond of
reading (I can't live without books)." Upon
our first exchange of letters, we became
friends, and our correspondence continues to
this day.

Greg was born November 22, 1954, in
Krasnoarmeiskaya, a small town about 50
miles southwest of Krasnodar, Russia, about
an hour's drive from the Black Sea. His
mother died of cancer when he was a teen
ager, and his father died five years later. As a
teenager, he worked for a brick mason by day
and at night listened surreptitiously to broad
casts by the British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC), the Voice ofAmerica, and Radio Free
Europe. He also was able to obtain under
ground literature (manuscripts and photo
copies) that found its way into Russia in one
way or another.

"Even as a teenager, I could sense that
everything was NOT really that which the
'officialdom' had been trying to 'feed' into my
mind," he wrote in one letter. "I was puzzled
that so many Russians had been leaving for
'the rotting West' but almost NONE had been
coming over to 'the Socialist paradise' from
Western countries. Why was the KGB jam
ming mercilessly the Russian-language pro
grams of the BBC, the Voice of America,
and Radio Free Europe? 1 was inclined to
think that they had done the jamming
because they didn't want us to hear the
truth.... And they succeeded in it all right
because many things have become known to
us ONLY after the perestroyka had begun. It
made me so uneasy that I decided to start
learning English."

In 1973, Greg was drafted into the Soviet
armed forces. There he served in a special unit
called a "team special". of the "internal
troops," which were responsible for tracking
and capturing dangerous criminals accused of
murder and robbery. During his military years
(through 1977), the doubts that he had first
had as a teenager about the Soviet economic
and political system only intensified. Also, in
1976 and 1977, he experienced an "adven
ture" that was to change his life forever.
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A Young Soldier's Ordeal

One day, while he was stationed in the Far
East, his unit was ordered to pursue and
recapture "two dangerous criminals who had
escaped from jail." During their escape, the
two men had killed a taxi driver, stolen his cab,
and used it to speed their escape. They also
robbed several shops along the way and killed
a shop assistant. They fled into the taiga, an
area of dense forests between the tundra and
the steppes. Nature intervened, however, and
they were caught in a terrible snowstorm.
Their corpses were found later in the taiga.

Meanwhile, Greg and three· of his fellow
servicemen had also been lost in the storm.
Fortunately, they stumbled upon a hut in the
wilderness, and all but one of them survived
the storm and were rescued three days later.
They were taken to a hospital suffering severe
frostbite, especially on their hands and feet.
Each of them lost digits or limbs as a result
of their ordeal. Greg spent 20 days in the
intensive-care unit. Over the next four
months, he underwent three operations on his
hands, leaving him with no fingers, only stubs.

While in the hospital, Greg became deeply
depressed and even considered committing
suicide. What coulq he do with such a hand
icap? How could he marry, rear children, and
have a normal family life when no woman
would want a husbaQd with such an appear
ance and physical limitations? But a nurse in
the hospital encouraged him to continue his
struggle despite his handicap. It was then that
he decided to pursue with gusto his study of
English.
. Later, he met his wife, Valya, who was a

saleswoman in a local public catering estab
lishment. They now have two young children,
a daughter~ Natasha, and a son, Vasya. On
Greg's meager disability pension of approxi
mately $100 a month and what little income
he can derive from teaching martial arts to
local students (a "forbidden" activity that
resulted in his arrest several times in 1985
86), teaching English, and translating various
consumer product manuals from English to
Russian,. they live on a plot of land in Kras
noarmeiskaya. They manage to get through
the winters on the yield of their vegetable
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garden, fruit orchard, and various poultry they
raise.

Persistence
In spite of economic hardships, Greg al

ways finds ways to further his pursuit of
English, primarily through reading books,
many of which were forbidden during the
"stagnation period" of Leonid Brezhnev.

"It is no joke," Greg emphasizes, "to have
lived so many years under the pressure of the
'Soviet ideology,' which, in essence, was an
ideology of the herd: 'the whole country is
building socialism, and you are sticking out
with your selfish and petty problems!' That
idea was often suggested in the Soviet liter
ature and in the Soviet cinema, putting the
individual good aside and proclaiming and
eulogizing the nebulous good of 'the entire
Soviet people/nation.' There was no room in
that ideology for an individual with his own
concerns and problems."

Today he reports, however, that "the infor
mation is more truthful than it has ever been;
owing to the 'glasnost,' there are no 'forbid
den themes.' It is very easy to get any books
in Russian on almost any subject that may
interest me, but it is extremely difficult, next
to impossible, to get good books (especially
original works by American authors) in En
glish."

That's why he is so eager to maintain a
fervent correspondence with me. I have tried
to supply him with a regular flow of good
reading material: newspaper and magazine
clippings, classic American novels, religious
and philosophical works, copies of The Free
man, Henry Hazlitt's Economics in One Les
son, and more.

"I seem to have become 'addicted' to our
correspondence," he once wrote, "and I begin
to feel uneasy if I haven't received a letter
from you within a certain period of time. Each
of your letters is just like a good 'dose' of a
drug, indeed, which makes me experience
some kind of euphoria and lifts my spirits for
the next few days."

Greg especially wants to know of any mis
takes he might make in his letters. He regu
larly asks me to critique his letters and to point

out any errors in his usage and vocabulary, a
difficult task because he commits so few
errors.

Much of what Greg writes concerns the
economic and political conditions in his coun
try.

"I hope that these reforms are becoming
irreversible," he states. "I am all for these
reforms even just because I may read which
ever books I wish to read, watch any movies
I choose to watch, do my kung-fu exercises
without making a secret of it. ..."

"Today, many people are complaining in
Russia that the life has become more difficult
than it had been under the 'Soviet Power.'
(Those who had endured much suffering
during the communist regime don't think so!)
They are now sitting around and doing noth
ing, waiting for President Yeltsin and his
government to guarantee them a new and
happy life, having become accustomed to the
promises of the communists to lead the Soviet
people 'through all the temporary difficulties
straight to the radiant future.'"

"Of course, there are a lot of problems in
Russia today," Greg concedes, "and many
people have to rack their brains about solving
their 'meat-and-potatoes' problems of every
day living. Nevertheless, life is going on.
Frankly, I prefer to be 'a free man conducting
my own life' rather than live like a rabbit in a
cage, which has a lot to eat and a lot to drink
but has no freedom."

Optimism and Realism
Greg is eternally an optimist: "Although my

financial situation has changed but very little
(for the better) since the disintegration of the
Soviet Union, I think that life, on the whole,
has turned for the better in Russia."

He is also quick to recognize the problems
that have accompanied the coming of the new
freedom: "Too many people have mistaken
freedom for permissiveness, and a lot of them
take advantage of the situation. You know,
this rapid 'switchover' from communism to
capitalism has been like 'a bucket of cold
water pouring over one's head' for many
people. Some people who had been quite
satisfied and self-assured under Soviet power



Greg, with one of his children.

are at a loss now; many of them have become
frustrated and have gone 'on the sauce,'
becoming alcoholics and drug addicts, but
others (mostly those people who had been
'losers' in Soviet times) have become rich
during the 'transitional period.' It is rather
interesting to observe this process.... In my
opinion, the free market gives people more
chances to succeed in life than our'developed
socialism' had given to the Soviet people.
(One has only to have 'a good head on one's
shoulders' and not be a sluggard-'consider
the ant.')"

"Our Russian tragedy over the decades,"
Greg speculates, "is perhaps due to our 'short
memories' and 'unlimited patience.' Just a
few years have passed, but many people must
have already forgotten the empty shelves in
shops, the food cards, the soap cards, etc.
There were times when we couldn't even buy
a bar of soap without a special 'soap card'
permitting one to buy ONE bar of soap per
month for each member of a family. That was
the condition to which the communists had
brought our country!

"The individual's rights, interests, and as
pirations were considered 'low and selfish' in
the great light of 'building socialism' on the
way to the 'radiant future.' Where is that
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future now? It is almost as far away as it had
been before, and if 'the glorious communist
party' takes over again, there may be such a
horrible bloodshed as the world has never
seen.

"Perhaps it isn't easy for you to understand
how an entire nation could put up with the
regime," Greg suggests, "because you've
never experienced that kind of oppression
and never lived in Soviet Russia (God forbid!).
The 'all-powerful tentacles' of the KGB had
eyes and ears in practically every community,
enterprise, and office. Any dissidence was
nipped in the bud mercilessly and (I must
admit) most effectively, even to the point of
arresting anyone who made the slightest neg
ative comment.

"There was also another factor: it had been
some kind of mass hypnosis, some kind of
psychic phenomenon. Many people TRULY

believed in the'glorious communist party and
its great achievements on the way to the well
being of all the Soviet people.' Communism
was the religion; to be more exact, a very wisely
and adroitly (cunningly) designed substitute
for religion."

Hope for the Future
As much as Greg favors the economic

reforms, he fears that they are going too
slowly "and not quite the way they should be
going."

"I'm inclined to think that what we now
have in Russia is neither communism nor
capitalism. Some people will call the current
situation bardak, a very strong Russian term
meaning 'discord' or 'chaos.'"

In the midst of these confusing times,
however, Greg's love of learning and language
and his desire for self-improvement continue
to sustain him.

"It had been my dream for years to have
pen friends in the United States, in fact, since
the day when I started learning English. Who
would have been able to foresee that 24 years
later (in spite of the so-called Iron Curtain,
Cold War, and arms race) I would have gotten
pen friends in America! Can you imagine that
just six or seven years ago I might have been
arrested for any connections with Americans?
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When I first started learning your language in
1970, the Soviet communist power was very
strong, and it was just incredible to imagine
that some day one would be able to corre
spond with Americans and, all the more, to
receive boxes, packages, or parcels from
America!"

In another recent letter, he revealed that he
was planning to use his enthusiasm and abil
ities with English to improve his economic
situation.

"I've decided that I should do what I can do
best-teach your language to those who
would want to learn it. I'm going to insert an
ad on local TV, the so-called 'running line,'
which will say something like this: 'ENGLISH
LESSONS. SPECIAL METHOD AND PROGRAM.
SPEAK, READ, AND WRITE ENGLISH. EXPERI
ENCED TEACHER.'"

Somehow, I believed, he would succeed as
an educational entrepreneur. My faith in him

and the free market was not misplaced. In the
most recent letter from Russia, Greg reported
with pride that as the result of running his TV
ad, he had garnered three students for his
private language lessons. When his next dis
ability check arrives, he plans to run the ad
again. Meanwhile, his kung-fu classes are
opening for a new season. And he's planning
to write an article for The Freeman.

Who knows how many more fellows like
Grigory there are in the former Soviet coun
tries, just waiting for a continuing contact with
someone in the West who will help them learn
and apply the freedom philosophy. An entire
generation suffered under totalitarianism;
now we have the opportunity to help the new
generation make the most of their fledgling
freedoms. Perhaps they will be the ones who
will develop Russia into an example of free
dom in action from whom even Americans
can learn some valuable lessons. 0

Reflections on a Failure

by Donald G. Smith

The waning days of the twentieth century
will undoubtedly bring a spate of books

and articles on the people and events that
shaped the era. Certainly the two world wars
will be high on the list for examination, along
with radio and television, air travel, transcon
tinental highways, and motion pictures. There
will be new biographies on such century
molders as Churchill, Roosevelt, Marconi,
Lindbergh, Einstein, Edison, Ben-Gurion,
and Hemingway.

I would submit as an entry one that prob-

Mr. Smith is a freelance writer residing in Santa
Maria, California.

ably outshines them all: the failure of social
ism. Had socialism merely been tried in some
remote commune and allowed to die a quiet
death, the significance would not have been so
great. But socialism failed on center stage
before a packed house. It was undeniable, it
was conclusive, and it was probably the biggest
flop in recorded history.

Socialism had a run that lasted from 1920
until 1991. The Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics had an opportunity to succeed
unmatched by any social or economic move
ment. For nearly 70 years, the Soviets had
absolute control over a landmass greater than
that of the United States and Canada



combined. They had no political opposition,
offering a clear shot at effecting any plan that
they wanted to put into action.

The Soviets possessed immense national
resources, including the largest forested
area in the world. No single continent could
begin to match the standing timber re
sources that lay within the boundaries of the
U.S.S.R. Yet, they were forced to import
lumber from Sweden. Our own State of
Washington turned out more board feet of
lumber in any year of the Soviet Union's life
span than the entire socialist operation could
get to the sawmills.

In minerals, an enormous potential was
again largely untapped. The Soviet Union
contained copious supplies of virtually every
important mineral within its borders. Despite
possessing 53 percent of the world's supply of
iron ore, the U.S.S.R. lived with a chronic
shortage of iron and steel products. The
Soviets also led the world in crude oil and
natural gas reserves-again, resources that
remained largely in the ground.

Other riches included an estimated 800
million tons ofmanganese, as well as generous
deposits of gold, silver, tungsten, mica, cop
per, nickel, and molybdenum. Within Soviet
borders lay more than 60 percent of the
earth's phosphatic rock resources, but little
was put to use.

Soviet agricultural potential staggered the
imagination, but the country could not feed
itself. Its citizens suffered constant shortages
because farmers were unable to grow enough
food and could not bring what they did grow
to the consumer.

The underlying cause of this colossal failure
can be described in one word: socialism.
Because of a top-heavy and strangulating
bureaucracy, minerals remained in the
ground, trees stayed in the forests, and crop
yields were always below expectations. Man
ufactured goods were shoddy, behind sched
ule, and forever in short supply. Elevators
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didn't work, buses and trucks broke down
constantly, and the telephone system was
about on a par with that of Bolivia. Much
has been written about the perennial hous
ing shortage and there wasn't the slightest
hope of improvement at the time of the
Soviet breakup. Two, sometimes three, fam
ilies shared a bathroom in 1991, a rate
unchanged since 1920.

Socialist apologists like to offer the "Great
Patriotic War" as an excuse for the lack of
economic development. Mter all, they argue,
the nation was largely destroyed by the Ger
man invader and therefore no one can rea
sonably expect an economy to bounce back
from such an onslaught. We might ask, how
ever, why the Soviet Union couldn't defend
itself against a much smaller nation that was
fighting a two-front war. The Soviets had a
great advantage over the Germans in natural
resources and most certainly in manpower
and yet theywere soundly beaten on their own
home ground for the first two years offighting;
or until the Germans simply ran out of gas.
They had been in power for 20 years, the
German invader for only seven. What had
they been doing since 1920?

When we read the story of the Soviet
Union, we usually see the terror of Joseph
Stalin highlighted and, ofcourse, the great red
menace that spread its shadow across the
landscape. The whole sorry operation would
certainly receive the lowest marks on any scale
of humanity and common decency. More
important in the long run, however, is the
failure of socialism. The one time that it was
given a green light, the chance to show what
it could do without a shred of opposition, it
fell flat on its face. The 70-year span of the
U.S.S.R. proved conclusively that socialism is
an idea whose time will never come because
it doesn't offer the slightest incentive for
anyone to make it work. Common sense tells
us that this is true. The increasingly distant
memory of the Soviet Union proves it. 0



Potomac Prinicples

Medicine for the Sick

by Doug Bandow

T he Drug War: seldom has so much harm
been done to so many for so little pur..

pose. Among the most tragic victims are the
sick and terminally ill who desire marijuana to
ease their pain. Consider Todd McCormick.
Though only 26, he suffered through ten bouts
with cancer, beginning at the age of two. He
first smoked marijuana to relieve the dizziness
and nausea caused by his treatment for a chest
tumor. Now cancer-free, he still endures con
stant back, hip, and neck pain. Without mar
ijuana he couldn't even walk, he explains. But
despite a prescription from a Dutch physician,
he was arrested in 1995 for marijuana pos
session and faced up to 30 years in prison
before charges were dropped.

The first petition to shift marijuana from a
Schedule I to a Schedule II drug, like mor
phine, which would allow it to be prescribed,
was filed in 1972. The Drug Enforcement
Administration wouldn't consider the idea
until a federal court order in 1986. Two years
later an agency hearing examiner endorsed
the proposal. The DEA again refused to act.
In its eyes, the desperately ill were no different
than common criminals.

At least then there was a small escape
hatch: 30 patients received marijuana from
the federal government. But in 1991 the
Department of Health and Human Services
canceled the program. "If it's perceived that
the Public Health Service is going around

Mr. Bandow, a nationally syndicated columnist, is a
senior fellow at the Cato Institute and the author and
editor of several books, including Tripwire: Korea
and U.S. Foreign Policy in a Changed World.

giving marijuana to folks, there would be a
perception that. this stuff can't be so bad,"
explained one official. It's surprising the gov
ernment tolerates the use of morphine in
hospitals.

HHS officials said they would instead pro
vide Marinol, a synthetic form of marijuana's
psychoactive ingredient. But those suffering
from AIDS, cancer, and glaucoma say that
Marinol isn't as effective. Explained Barbara
Jencks, who before her death from AIDS was
arrested for using marijuana to combat AZT
induced nausea, "I've got to smoke mari
juana. I've got to, or I'll die." Many others say
essentially the same thing. Indeed, why else
would people like Todd McCormick risk
arrest?

Doctors also favor the medicinal use of
marijuana. In one survey more than 70 per
cent of American cancer specialists said they
would prescribe marijuana if it were legal; 44
percent said they had urged patients to break
the law if necessary to acquire the drug. The
British Medical Association found that nearly
70 percent of physicians believed marijuana
should be available for therapeutic use.

Even President Bush's Office of Drug Con
trol Policy criticized HHS when it closed the
medicinal marijuana program. Deputy Direc
tor Herbert Kleber termed the initiative a
"compassionate" option for the very ill. An
other senior staffer, Ingrid Kolb, complained
that "for HHS to treat this matter as just
another bureaucratic decision is unconscio
nable and, to me, shows an intolerable lack
of compassion." HHS remained unmoved.
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Nothing changed when Pr~sident Bill Clinton
took office, even though his Surgeon General,
Joycelyn Elders, endorsed making marijuana
available to the seriously ill.

Indeed, last fall the administration opposed
ballot initiatives in Arizona and California to
legalize medicinal use of marijuana. Voters
ignored the President, so the administration is
now working to block the laws. Only a recent
court injunction currently prevents the DEA
from prosecuting doctors who recommend
pot and stripping them of their right to
prescribe pharmaceuticals. Even more bi
zarre are threats to block the nomination of
Massachusetts Governor William Weld as
ambassador to Mexico because he favors
allowing the medicinal use of marijuana.

The fact that so many officials are working
so hard to pre-empt such limited state initi
atives demonstrates a hard truth: The Drug
War has failed. The federal government has
been fighting the drug war for decades. The
result? Adolescent drug use is rising. In 1995
more than one-third of high school seniors
said they had used pot the previous year, up
from 22 percent in 1992.

So what does Washington want to do now?
Escalate the drug war. Eric Holder, now
Deputy Attorney General, advocated tougher
penalties for marijuana offenses when he
served as the U.S. Attorney for Washington,
D.C. "Marijuana violence is increasing. We
need to nip it in the bud," claimed Mr. Holder.

Illegal Markets Spawn Crime
Unfortunately, new enforcement initiatives

will only worsen the problem. The crime
surrounding marijuana that Holder com
plains of results not so much from drug use,
but from drug prohibition. No one argues that
pot is crimogenic. People don't smoke mari
juana and then commit crimes.

Rather, killings and robberies inevitably
accompany illegal markets. Dealers fight over
turf; sellers and customers rob one another.
This was evident during Prohibition-the ban
on alcohol could not have been better de
signed to benefit organized crime. Similarly,
marijuana and opium have been legal in
America for more years than they have been
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prohibited. Only after the government forbid
their sale earlier this century did crime en
velop them.

A different argument is made by the DEA's
Peter Gruden. The marijuana being sold
today, he warns, is far more potent than that
available a decade or two ago. However, this,
too, is a result of prohibition. It has always
been easier to find and confiscate marijuana,
a bulkier substance, than drugs like cocaine
and heroin. Thus, dealers have had a con
tinuing incentive to produce a more compact,
easily concealable version of the drug. This
incentive was intensified by the government's
increasing interdiction of shipments from
Mexico and discovery of outdoor plots in
America. Production shifted indoors to hy
droponic (water-based) cultivation, which
yields more concentrated marijuana.

Finally, Gruden complains that kids in
creasingly deal pot, with lookouts as young as
11. This has nothing to do with marijuana as
such, however: in the 1980s Washington,
D.C., found itself not only arresting a far
higher number of juveniles for drug offenses,
but also arresting a far higher percentage for
trafficking. This is also a result of drugs being
illegal: drugs are marketed by criminals, who
have no compunction about involving kids,
who in turn know that they will receive lesser
penalties if they are caught. Notably, children
don't wear beepers around school selling
cigarettes and beer. The drug laws are as
dangerous as drugs to kids.

Upping the penalties for marijuana of
fenses and imposing minimum sentences for
nonviolent offenders would only increase the
incentive to rely on kids. And it wouldn't end
drug abuse. Nationally there were nearly
600,000 arrests in 1995 for marijuana, over 80
percent of them-an incredible half million
for possession alone. Pot arrests are up 50
percent over the Bush years. Someone is
arrested for a marijuana offense every 54
seconds in America.

Sending more people to jail would, how
ever, further overwhelm a bulging prison
system that already holds three times as many
prisoners as in the early 1980s. The result
would likely be rising pressure for the pre
mature release ofviolent criminals around the
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nation. Today many rapists and murderers
spend less time in prison than do drug of
fenders.

Turning drug use, at base a moral and
spiritual problem, into a criminal crusade
hasn't worked. Despite 10.5 million arrests for

; pot offenses between 1965 and 1995, more
than 60 million Americans have used mari
juana. As the police have collared even more
people during the 1990s, drug use by children

has risen. Arresting and jailing even more
people wouldn't yield better results.

It's time to change course. People shouldn't
smoke marijuana, but then, they shouldn't
smoke cigarettes either. That doesn't mean
the answer is prohibition. Instead of reinforc
ing the failed policies of the past, the federal
government should end its misguided war on
marijuana, starting with its attack on the
suffering and dying. 0
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A Centmy of Forest
Service Ineptitude

by John A. Baden and Andrew C. St. Lawrence

T his year marks the centennial of the
National Forest System. This is America's

best example of centralized government plan
ning and management, our glorious experi
ment in "sylvan socialism."

In the Federalist Papers, the authors urged
America to consider each law and policy as an
experiment to be evaluated and perhaps mod
ified. The end of a 100-year experiment is an
appropriate time to review and evaluate the
National Forest System.

The end of the nineteenth century was
marked by enthusiastic reformers, Progres
sives who sought to harness the power of
government to achieve positive ends. The
Forest Service, the Bureau of Reclamation
(1902), and the Park Service (19l6)-all Pro
gressive Era creations-provided models for
environmental management by bureaucrats.
According to Robert Nelson, in his book
Public Lands and Private Rights, "The pro
gressives sought to curb the subservience to
special interest that in their view had all too
often corrupted the activities of the federal
government." The Forest Service was sup
posed to serve as an example of government
promoting efficiency and innovation.

John A. Baden is chairman of the Foundation for
Research on Economics and the Environment
(FREE) and the Gallatin Institute, an organization
for writers of the West. Andrew C. St. Lawrence, an
intern at FREE and the Gallatin Institute, is a student
at Montana State University studying animal and
range science.

Unfortunately, Progressive Era reformers'
political economy was far less sophisticated
than the Founding Fathers'. Lacking under
standing of how the world works, they
blended hopes with expectations. Ideally,
their bureaucracies would foster efficiency
and innovation. But did they?

"Bureaucrat" is a term of derision in almost
every language. This is no accident. Bureau
cracies, regardless of their mission, eventually
tend to be run for the people in them, and the
clientele they benefit. The Forest Service is no
exception.

The Forest Service was to use scientific
information to maximize long-term produc
tivity of forested lands. In the beginning,
before the Forest Service focused on timber
harvest, it was custodial-building trails and
fighting fires. Its agents quickly gained a
reputation as no-nonsense good guys operat
ing in an untamed region. In Norman
Maclean's acclaimed novel A River Runs
Through It, the Forest Service is portrayed as
a tough, down-to-business agency that suc
ceeded. However, much has changed since
the Forest Service exemplified efficiency and
community well-being.

Following the Money
In 1995 the U.S. Treasury spent over $499

million in taxes on national forest timber
sales. The Forest Service retained more than
$345 million from the sales. After deducting
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the cost of constructing logging roads and
making payments to the counties where log
ging occurred, the Treasury saw only a $44
million return from the sales. This made the
logging of federal forests in 1995 a $455
million net loser for taxpayers.

What happened in 1995 is not an anomaly.
In 1993 and 1994 the Forest Service claims
that timber sales made roughly $600 million.
But actual returns to the Treasury were $800
million less than cost of funding the sales.
Since the Forest Service has gone into the
business of offering timber for sale, it has
routinely lost money.

Overdue Exposure
Although the Forest Service continuously

loses taxpayers' money, mainstream journal
ists have generally failed to criticize the
agency. At least until recently. The cover story
of the June 1997 issue of Harper's, by Seattle
based writer Paul Roberts, exposes the Forest
Service as an inefficient and corrupt agency.

At last, influential writers are beginning to
recognize what economists and policy analysts
have long realized: government bureaucracies
are inefficient and insensitive managers of
environmental resources. Harper's bench
marks the upscale media's awakening to the
malfeasance and crass incompetence of a
"model" government agency.

A Growing Bureaucracy
Conventional wisdom long held that the

Forest Service was an institution worthy of
emulation. Gifford Pinchot, the founder of
the Forest Service, thought the agency would
be run by experts and not politicians. Prior to
World War II, the Forest Service was highly
acclaimed, according to Herbert Kaufman,
author of The Forest Ranger: A Study in
Administrative Behavior, as being"a model of
public-spirited bureaucratic efficiency." Al
though it was isolated from presidential
whims, it was not immune to overzealous
congressional appropriations committees.
Randall O'Toole, a forest economist with
the Oregon-based Thoreau Institute, states
that "for the last 50 years, appropriators

have funded the national forests mainly as
pork."

Until the post-World War II housing boom,
the Forest Service acted primarily as care
taker of the national forests. The housing
boom of course required timber. Delighted to
oblige the timber demands of a sprawling
country, peddling timber became the new
focus of the agency. Offering timber for sale
allowed the agency to rapidly expand, neglect
ing other management objectives. The first
postwar budget (1947) saw a scant 25 percent
increase in "forest protection and manage
ment" while funding for roads and trails
jumped 250 percent, most of which was allo
cated to building timber access roads. As the
agency grew, it strayed from its idealistic
beginnings into a typical bureaucratic agency.

In the 1970s, a few scholarly mavericks
realized that the Forest Service had grown to
be a grossly inefficient organization. Manage
ment decisions were pathologically based on
increasing the agency budget. Selling timber
was the means to expand budgets while ig
noring taxpayers. It was apparent that the
agency had shifted its focus from benefiting
the American people to benefiting its own.

Over the years forest managers gradually
increased the amount of timber offered for
sale. Higher production meant greater bud
getary allotments. Typically the Forest Ser
vice receives 99 percent of the requested
timber funding while wildlife funding is less
than 80 percent of what is requested; and
recreation, watershed, or reforestation re
ceives less than 70 percent of what it asks for.
In a recent speech, Secretary of the Interior
Bruce Babbitt stated that tying the Forest
Service budget to the level of timber sale
contracts is "effectively instructing foresters
to work on a commission basis." The incentive
is to focus on timber production while ne
glecting other forest resources.

Salvage Sales Savage Forests
But growing environmental concern pro

duced environmental rules and regulations
that threaten timber sales, the core of the
Forest Service. With increasing environmen
tal constraints, the Forest Service sought new
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ways to justify ecologically destructive timber
sales. The 1976 National Forest Management
Act allowed the Forest Service to sell burned
or diseased trees under the title of "salvage
sales." The "Salvage Act" gave the Forest
Service license both to sell timber, which
secures the Forest Service budget, and to
appease the public by claiming the sales as
"sound ecosystem management."

The Forest Service budget benefits in sev
eral ways from salvage sales. All receipts from
salvage sales are kept in a fund to be used for
future salvage operations. This effectively
makes salvage sale funding immune to reduc
tions in the federal budget. In addition, be
cause salvage sales are exempt from irksome
environmental restrictions, the timber harvest
can be increased.

And, since salvage sales qualify as "emer
gencies" they can exceed the 40-acre, clear
cut limit. Although clear-cuts can quickly
denude a forest, they greatly increase the
amount of timber available for sale in an area.
In addition to increased clear-cutting, logging
is allowed on previously off-limit, environ
mentally or geologically fragile forests. These
salvage sales are a temporary salvation for a
timber-hungry Forest Service. As a 1992 For
est Service memo stated, "Even if a sale is
totally green, as long as one board comes off
that would qualify as salvage on the Salvage
Sale Fund Plan, it should be called salvage."

For a generation, Forest Service ineffi
ciency and corruption have been recognized
by economists and policy analysts studying the
agency. The Harper's introduction of Forest
Service deficiencies into mainstream publica
tion is timely indeed. The centennial of this
failed experiment in centralized planning is
hardly a time for celebration.

What to Do
The time has come to turn management of

national forest over to more responsible and
responsive organizations. While the Progres
sives' belief in expert management made
sense, its fatal flaw was the assumption that
federal experts would be insulated from pork
barrel politics. But this is not how it works.

Private tree farms are forced to optimize

production since they are responsive to mar
ket forces and do not receive financial backing
from the government. Port Blakely Tree
Farms, established in 1864, is a glowing ex
ample of durability in the timber industry.
Port Blakely can attribute much of its longev
ity to properly managing its resources. But
optimizing natural resources means far more
than just focusing on timber production. It
includes management practices that allow for
additional land uses that respond to the
demands of recreationists and wildlife enthu
siasts. Better ecosystem management fosters
profits and a diverse collection of marketable
items.

Private tree farms do not hold all the
answers to reform. Often, the highest eco
nomic use of national forests lies in recre
ation, watershed, and habitat protection
rather than commodity production. Obvi
ously, when a company can only capture
revenue from timber, it will slight other
values.

Existing commercial forest lands should be
auctioned off, with environmental constraints
(such as riparian area protection), to the
highest bidder. The bidding would be open to
timber companies and environmental groups
alike. Market forces would ensure that the
land would go to the highest valued use and,
together with environmental constraints on
harvest, assure responsible stewardship.

A public, non-government trust could over
see the management ofnoncommercial areas.
Endowment boards, like those running mu
seums, hospitals, and private schools, would
operate under a legal charter to steward
individual forests. After the transition from
federal ownership, each forest's individual
trust would be "on its own." The board,
established by local environmental groups,
business leaders, and citizens, would be
charged with promoting ecologically sensitive
economic activities as part of their trustee
responsibility.

A new era is upon us. The Harper's article
marks a milestone in the way the public views
inefficient bureaucracies. It will require imag
ination and entrepreneurship to devise insti
tutions that will eliminate activities harmful to
both taxpayers and ecosystems. D
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Casta
Giant Ballot

by Clifford F. Thies

The late Roger MacBride is perhaps best
remembered as the person who brought

Little House on the Prairie to television. For
some readers of this magazine, he was the
person who, through the casting of a single vote,
transformed the fledgling Libertarian Party into
the most important third party in America.
These two feats were not independent.

In 1971, the Libertarian Party was orga
nized because of the argument that neither of
the major parties was committed to liberty,
and the naIve idea that a few people-none of
whom commanded any significant resources
could do something about it. A philosophy
professor (John Hospers) was nominated for
president, and a cub reporter (Toni Nathan)
covering the party's first convention for vice
president. These candidates were placed on
the ballots ofonly two of the nation's 50 states.
Including write-ins from other states, the
ticket got 8,000 popularvotes out of77 million
cast, not even as many as were received by the
Prohibition Party's ticket.

It was at this point that Roger MacBride
entered the scene. Because the Republican
Party ticket won the popular vote in Virginia,
that party's slate of candidates for the Elec
toral College-which included MacBride
was elected. Being nominated for the Elec
toral College is usually a ceremonial honor
bestowed on party loyalists. While pledged to

Dr. Thies is the Durell Professor ofMoney, Banking,
and Finance at Shenandoah University and chair
man of the Republican Liberty Caucus.

honor the popular vote, the members of the
Electoral College are not constitutionally
bound to do so, and-from time to time
certain of them have cast their ballots for
persons other than the candidates of their
party. MacBride's doing so on behalf of the
Libertarian Party like a bolt from the blue
sparked life into the neophyte organization.

It is important to point out that Roger
MacBride's vote for the Libertarian Party
ticket was only partially motivated by philos
ophy. Following their re-election, Richard
Nixon and Spiro Agnew were each forced to
resign from office: Nixon for obstruction of
justice in conjunction with the Watergate
affair, and Agnew for tax evasion while gov
ernor of Maryland. MacBride was protesting
their already obvious corruption as well as
their policies. Of course, as Lord Acton
observed, corruption is the inevitable conse
quence of the all-powerful state.

That Roger MacBride cast his electoral
vote other than for the candidates to which he
was sworn shouldn't have been very surpris
ing. As a young man, he wrote a scholarly little
book, The American Electoral College, in
which he presented his own views on our
indirect method of voting for the president
and vice president.

While appreciating many of the criticisms
of the Electoral College that have been ad
vanced, Roger MacBride declined from en
dorsing a major overhaul. He was persuaded
that a sufficient reform would be the election
of members of the Electoral College by con
gressional district with an additional two elec..
tors from each state elected at-large (as op
posed to the general ticket system, which elects
the slate of candidates receiving a plurality of
the popular votes cast statewide). In fact, in the
last few years, the states ofMaine and Nebraska
have implemented this method.

By "breaking up" the election of the mem..
bers of the Electoral College, it would be
more probable that occasions would arise
when no ticket gained the majority needed for
election. Presently, the predominance of the
general ticket system almost guarantees a
majority in the Electoral College to the ticket
gaining a plurality of the popular vote, e.g.,
both of Bill Clinton's elections. But, with
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district-based voting, a strong independent or
third-party candidate might be able to pick up
enough electoral votes to deny the ticket
receiving a plurality of the popular votes a
majority of the electoral votes.

With no ticket having a majority in the
Electoral College, it would seem that the
election of the president would be thrown into
the House of Representatives, and of the vice
president into the Senate. However, a sufficient
number of the electors pledged to independent
or third-party candidates could vote for their
"second choice." "This amount of indepen
dence," said MacBride, "is certainly the very
minimum to be expected from Electors." In
deed, MacBride entertained the specific possi
bility that the district method would reinvigo
rate the original idea of the Electoral College,
so that the electorswould be "influencedbut not
governed" by the popular vote.

How is it that a person who so clearly
expressed his view that electors should be
"influenced but not governed" would be nom
inated for the Electoral College? Either the
leaders of the Republican Party of Virginia
back in 1972 were men and women of great
integrity, or else they didn't know Roger
MacBride. I'll leave it for the reader to decide.

In 1976, Roger MacBride was named as the
Libertarian Party's candidate for president. I
should mention that this was back in the days
when the party nominated persons rich
enough to largely self-finance their campaigns.
It was during this campaign that the Libertarian
Party actually developed into a viable third
party, gaining ballot status in 36 states and
something more than 200,000 votes.

During the mid-1980s, the grassroots activ
ists of the party declared themselves free of
persons ofwealth. In 1984 and 1992, the party
nominees for president were furthermore of
no renown outside the organization. And,
while the organization grew in its ability to
gain ballot status for its candidates, its votes
slacked off from peak totals. MacBride,
among other people, drifted out of the party.
Then, during the late 1980s, Roger MacBride
re-entered politics, helping to organize the
Republican Liberty Caucus.

My last memory of Roger MacBride was at
a dinner party two weeks before his March 5,
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1995, death. Epicurean and gentleman that he
was, Roger suggested we go to a French
restaurant that he considered to be the best in
town. We greatly enjoyed ourselves, as we
always did in his company. If, as the evolu
tionists claim, we are no more than self-aware
matter, then Roger was more self-aware than
most, for he enjoyed life.

Living Life to the Fullest
This brings me to the connection between

Roger's political activity and his creative
work. Roger MacBride led a full life. He went
to the best schools-Exeter, Princeton, and
Harvard Law, was a Fullbright Scholar, wrote
several scholarly books, produced two televi
sion series, wrote children's novels, was a state
legislator in his native Vermont, had homes in
Miami Beach and Naples, Florida, as well as
in Biddeford Pool, Maine, and enjoyed scuba
diving off the coast of Australia. This is what
freedom is about. Freedom is not an abstrac
tion, or some unattainable ideal, it's about
living life. And, this is true whether one lives
the life of a sophisticate or lives the simple life
depicted in the Little House series.

As a young man, Roger MacBride was
"adopted" by Rose Wilder Lane, the daughter
of Laura Ingalls who, along with Isabel Pater
son and Ayn Rand, was one of the three
founding mothers of the modern libertarian
movement. Where Ms. Rand's strain empha
sized the Western (or "Greek") concepts of
reason and individualism, Ms. Lane's strain
emphasized the Eastern (or "Hebrew") con
cepts of emotion and community. Rose
Wilder Lane, although herself something of
an agnostic, and a thoroughly cosmopolitan
person, unabashedly presented the freedom
philosophy as part of-indeed, as the essen
tial part of-our Semitic religious tradition,
and the defining feature of the American
experience. And Roger MacBride did exactly
the same.

Roger MacBride began the closing chapter
of his campaign book, A New Dawn for
America, with the Old Testament story in
which Israel demanded a king. A king, warned
the prophet Samuel, will take your lands, your
children, your goods and your freedom, and
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you shall cry out in that day. Still, Israel
demanded a king. And, such is the nature of
all governments, whether authoritarian kings,
or democratic presidents. "Why," asked
MacBride, "would anyone willingly submit to
its false Authority?"

Roger MacBride sensed that those who put
their belief in the state violate the command
ment to put no god before the one true and
transcendent God, and that they did so be
cause it doesn't take much to believe in the
all-too-real force of the state. That force-the
police and military, the jails and torture
chambers, the firing squads and gas cham
bers-is quite tangible.

Time and again, Roger MacBride spoke
with compassion for those who were victim...
ized by their own decisions. Concerning
drugs, MacBride wrote "Why should not you
and I, it is argued, who hate the very thought
of drug addiction, and who would use every
resource at our command to prevent a loved
one's becoming addicted, why shouldn't we
force our values on another? Hard case, I
agree. But the rational answer is clear: force
is no answer, love and persuasion may be."
And again: "[T]here are serious issues of
moral conduct. Fortunately there are many
institutions other than government that can
appropriately deal with these matters. To han
dle the task of teaching and maintaining desir
able standards ofbehavior, logic and experience
dictates reliance on the individual, the home,
the family, the schools, the churches and
synagogues, and the almost infinite number
of other voluntary associations which now
exist in every nook of the country."

Clearly, Roger MacBride was not a libertine,
and did not advocate decriminalizing vices for
lack of care about other people. He advocated
decriminalization because he believed, firstly,
that each person had a God-given right to be
free, and, secondly, that it was more effective to
attempt to dissuade people from vices through
fraternal and charitable efforts.

This bleeding-heart libertarianism was the
reason for the enormous success of the Little
House saga that Roger MacBride advanced
both through his involvement in the television
series and his continuation of the series of
children's novels, with Little House on Rocky

Ridge and Little Farm in the Ozarks. The
"rugged individuals" of the American frontier
were rugged individuals who were members
of families, and rugged individuals who were
members of the communities in which they
lived. It was because the love they received
from their families and neighbors was secure,
that the pioneers were free. They didn't need
big government because they had one an
other.

I remember Roger telling me ofsome of the
conflicts between him and Michael Landon in
producing the Little House television series.
For example, Roger insisted that the children
run around in bare feet, which would have
been historically accurate, while Michael
Landon insisted that the children wear shoes,
since the television audience, not knowing the
circumstances involved, would have thought
that the parents were neglecting their children
if they didn't provide them with shoes. As a
result of their collaboration, Laura Ingalls's
story-somewhat compromised-was suc
cessfully brought to a mass audience.

I also remember giving autographed copies
of Roger's novels continuing the Little House
series to my daughter Adele on the occasion
of her twelfth birthday. How could I commu
nicate to her what I knew of the meaning of
life, so she could more fully enjoy this won
derful gift she had received? I know that she
will have to discover this for herself, but I
thought that the vicarious enjoyment of the
life experiences contained in these books
could help her to do just that. I know, too, that
Roger loved his daughter, Abigail. He dedi
cated his second Little House novel to "my
daughter Abby, who shares with me the legacy
of Rose. In them both, God got it right."

For many of us, Roger MacBride was like
Benjamin Franklin, an older and wise man
who joined with us in a revolutionary cause.
Three years before his death, Roger said that
we were going to see the rebirth of liberty in
our country. He was hopeful of observing that
rebirth himself. Now, with his departure, we
are hopeful for his observation of this rebirth
from afar. And, we must be resolved to
continue in this effort. Although we are now
without his leadership, we will always have his
inspiration. D
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Affirmative Action:
Institutionalized Inequality
by Walter Block and Timothy Mulcahy

I n 1961 President John F. Kennedy estab
lished a program of "affirmative action"

with the declaration of Executive Order
10925. He defined the initiative as "public and
private programs designed to equalize hir
ing and admission opportunities for histor
ically disadvantaged groups by taking into
consideration those very characteristics which
have been used to deny them equal treatment."l

Upon first glance, this policy seems like a
well-intentioned, well-deserved method of
reparation. Affirmative action programs do
indeed intend to set things right. However,
implementation poses a clear and puzzling
contradiction. In order to repay one group,
the government proposes to take away the
freedom of others. This includes, but is not
limited to, infringing upon the right of em
ployers to hire whomever they choose. It also
discriminates against prospective applicants
for jobs or to schools who are immediately put
at a mandated disadvantage simply because of
their race or gender.

Discrimination against minorities based
solely on skin color or ethnic origin is an
ignorant and unfortunate practice. However,
it is our right as free individuals with personal
liberty to hold whatever opinions or preju
dices we choose. If we are to be logically
consistent, this right must be carried over to
the employer to hire people based on which-

Mr. Mulcahy is a student and Dr. Block a former
professor of economics, at the College of the Holy
Cross in Worcester, Massachusetts. Dr. Block is
currently chairman of the department of economics
at the University of Central Arkansas.

ever characteristics he chooses. If an em
ployer had a deep aversion to people with
brown eyes and hired people accordingly, it
would be a violation of his rights to force him
to hire brown-eyed people. Then there is
nepotism: a private bank owner who hires his
cousin rather than another, more highly qual
ified applicant who is not a member of his
family? Should this man be punished by law?
Clearly the answer is no. Certainly not if we
value the right of free association. Laws
prohibiting people from interacting with others,
whomever theychoose, for whatever reason, are
a violation of their freedom to associate. We
hold this right well-nigh sacred in some arenas:
dating, friendship, marriage. No one has a legal
obligation, say, to be colorblind (or gender
blind) in his choice of a marriage partner. If
affirmative action is such a moral, appropriate
policy, why do not even its most fervent advo
cates counsel its use in such personal arenas?

The Price of Discrimination
As it happens, the market serves to elimi

nate discrimination, its legal, moral, and log
ical status notwithstanding. In a free market,
employee compensation can only be truly
successful if skill and productivity serve as the
only basis for choice. According to economist
Thomas Sowell, "The competitiveness of the
market puts a price on discrimination, thereby
reducing it but not necessarily eliminating it.,,3

By this, Sowell means that in a competitive
market the person being discriminated against.
is not the only one who is penalized. If an
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employer refuses to hire all blacks based solely
on their skin color, and in the process hires less
qualified whites, a competitor who chooses
employees based on productivity will end up
with the cheaper, more highly skilledwork force
and outperform the racist. Eventually enough
other firms will realize they can outperform
their racist counterpart by hiring based on
productivity, and he will tend to be pushed out
of the industry when his business fails. In this
manner, the free market provides a clear in
centive not to discriminate according to race.

A classic example of this is the signing of
Jackie Robinson by the Brooklyn Dodgers in
1947. By voluntarily excluding blacks from
baseball, the owners had, in fact, neglected a
large pool of talented athletes. When the
Dodgers turned to this sector of the labor
market, "... they acquired a competitive
advantage which other teams could not allow
to continue indefinitely."4 If the other teams
had continued to discriminate against blacks,
eventually they would have lost more and
more games, and like a firm in any other
industry, would have faced failure.

Consider how an affirmative action policy
would affect the National Basketball Associ
ation.5 Today, in a free market for basketball
players, the majority ofplayers in the NBA are
black. Were we to apply affirmative action
here, the law would require fair representa
tion of whites, Hispanics, and Asians. That
even the most radical advocates of this policy
never so much as contemplate such a course
of action constitutes further indication of its
intellectual bankruptcy.

If the government mandated that white
players be given preferential treatment be
cause they are underrepresented in the NBA,
the overall quality of the game would suffer,
as lesser qualified whites took the place of
more highly qualified blacks, simply because
of their skin color. The fan would most likely
not be pleased with the fact that he would be
receiving less for his ticket dollar than in a free
market, where the most productive, most
qualified players were on the floor. This
watered-down product would ultimately lead
to reduced ticket sales and the turning to
substitute goods, namely other forms of en
tertainment.

Affirmative action should be rejected by
Americans of all races. It unfairly places
whites at a disadvantage by limiting choice.
For nonwhites, it is a slap in the face: there is
an institutionalized implication that they need
government aid. It tends to exacerbate exist
ing stereotypes and deepen racial rifts. It
breeds contempt in the workplace, placing
doubt in the minds of some whether their
co-workers received the job based upon merit.
It is a direct assault on the pride of the minority
worker who has worked hard to improve him
self, and has earned his position honestly.6 It is
also a disincentive for others to invest time in
education and self-improvement.

Affirmative action is an immoral policy that
must be ended. Instead, we must legalize a
situation where everyone is viewed without
color. In this "colorblind" society the free
market would ensure equality in the sense
that people would be judged according to
their ability and qualifications, rather than by
irrelevant, artificially imposed qualities.7 In
this sense, while every member of society may
not succeed equally in a market, they will sink
or swim based on their personal merit and be
ensured an equal opportunity in the purest
sense. Of course, if private people, groups, or
individuals, wish to pursue affirmative action,
reverse discrimination, or even the other
variety against which our "civil rights" legis
lation was created to combat, the law of free
association gives them the right to do just
that.8 In this paper we were mainly concerned
to reduce government discrimination, surely a
very different matter. D
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Capitalism and Cooperation

by Allan Levite

I n a 1989 article appropriately titled "The
Triumph of Capitalism," socialist econo

mist Robert Heilbroner, who deserves to be
commended for his honesty, observed:"... at
this moment socialism has no plausible eco
nomic framework."l Perhaps socialists have
finally reached the point where they will no
longer argue that socialism or communism
can ever outperform capitalism, confining
themselves to the old argument that socialism
is a more moral system than capitalism.

Morality, however, is not something that
can be demonstrated by facts. It is an out
growth of shared values, such as cooperation.
In the past, socialists have tried to convince
people that their doctrine not only adhered to
this commonly accepted behavioral norm, but
actually epitomized it. The program of uto
pian socialist Robert Owen, for example, was
referred to as a system of "Mutual Cooper
ation and Community of Goods."2

By using the word cooperation as its own
exclusive property, socialism has always im
plied that capitalism produces competition at
the expense of cooperation. Without a doubt,
capitalism involves competition, but socialism
seems to view competition as entirely harm
ful, placing little value on its role in economic
improvement. Competition between prod
ucts, however, launches the best ones to the
forefront, while the makers of inferior prod
ucts suffer losses. Price competition results in
lower prices for consumers, and even when

Mr. Levite is a freelance writer residing in San
Francisco, California.

price "wars" are not taking place, competition
keeps prices down.

But in the midst ofmaking these complaints
about capitalism's alleged suppression of co
operation, socialists joined liberals in com
plaining about oligopolies, price-fixing, and
other efforts by manufacturers to divide up
markets and keep competitors out-activities
that would necessarily involve cooperation
between manufacturers who were trying to
avoid competing with each other. Under
American law, conspiracies to fix prices and
allocate market shares became illegal. Al
though socialists would probably applaud the
motives behind antitrust laws, it would be
hard to deny that one of the aims of these laws
was. to prevent cooperation between capital
ists.

Who Doesn't Cooperate?
Despite socialism's refusal to recognize it,

capitalism is founded on cooperation, and not
only between capitalists within a given indus
try who might seek to regulate their markets
and freeze out competitors. The farmer co
operates with the milling company, selling it
grain at a price freely agreed upon by both.
The railroad cooperates with the miller and
ships the grain at agreed-upon rates to an
agreed-upon destination, where both miller
and railroad know that factory workers will
cooperate by being on hand to receive and
process it. The supermarket cooperates with
the food processing company, buying the
finished products and reselling them, and
honoring the manufacturer's coupons. In
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turn, the manufacturer cooperates with the
supermarket by reimbursing it for coupons
received. The bank cooperates with both by
enabling them to make these millions of
transactions very efficiently, and to transfer
large sums electronically or by check. Banks
also cooperate with families by making se
cured loans (e.g., mortgages), enabling them
to buy homes, which also pleases real estate
and residential construction companies.

Consumers have cash to pay for what they
buy because they have cooperated with their
employers by showing up for work on time
and performing labor, for which the employ
ers cooperate by paying them. Consumers
also cooperate with supermarkets by buying
the products and paying cash (and sometimes
even by returning shopping carts to the rack).

Actually, even if relations between mer
chants and their suppliers are not taken into
account, there is nothing new about inter-firm
cooperation due to mutual self-interest.
About a century ago, fire insurance compa
nies began to suspect that electrical equip
ment was causing building fires, and backed
William Henry Merrill's idea for an indepen
dent testing laboratory for electrical products.
Thus was born Underwriters Laboratories
Inc., an independent, not-for-profit, nongov
ernmental organization that now conducts
over 77,000 product investigations each year.
Manufacturers voluntarily submit products to
UL for testing and safety verification, and use
ofUL is not required by law. But few electrical
manufacturers would even consider market
ing an electrical product without the UL's
coveted seal of approval, which is placed on
more than nine billion products annually, and
is known and trusted the world over.3 Here is
an organization that fulfills the function of a
government bureau, helping make sure that
products comply with rigid safety standards
all without costing the taxpayers a cent-and
accomplishes all this because capitalists want
to cooperate with it! As this example illus
trates, self-interest does not necessarily lead
to competition at the expense of cooperation.

Capitalism also features cooperation in a
more formal sense: what is now known as
strategic partnering. Despite this impressive
new description, joint ventures and licensing

agreements have taken place for quite a long
time, and newer industries have merely
adopted these standard practices. In the com
puter industry, for example, it is routine to buy
a hardware device and find it "bundled" with
software made by a different company, whose
software the hardware company had licensed
in order to include with their own product.
Many companies have also been making
agreements with other firms, by which mar
keting, manufacturing, or research will be
conducted jointly between them. IBM, for
example, jointly built a $200-million plant
with Toshiba, for the manufacture of screens
for laptop computers. IBM also began in 1991
to jointly develop dynamic RAM chips with
the German electronics firm Siemens. In
Japan, Mitsubishi sells IBM mainframes un
der its own name, which augments IBM's own
sales efforts.4 No U.S. manufacturer produces
its own color television sets, VCRs, or CD
players; all electronics products sold under
the Kodak, General Electric, RCA, Zenith,
and Westinghouse brands are made by these
firms' foreign alliance partners and imported
into the United States.5

Cooperation, Not Collusion
This cooperation between competitors is a

far cry from the collusion that some capitalists
have used on occasion to stifle competition or
restrict output. Such conspiracies attracted
criticism from writers and politicians, but the
agreements never lasted long. The reason why
Adam Smith observed that capitalists were
always colluding to try to control markets is
that markets were always changing, making
yesterday's agreement obsolete and con
stantly necessitating a new agreement to try to
hold together the previous conditions. Today,
different reasons have been inducing capital
ists to cooperate, and with different results.
The fragmentation and spiraling complexity
oftoday's mass markets have made it increas
ingly difficult for any single firm to possess
everything it needs to succeed. Such agree
ments as those entered into by IBM were
designed not to restrict output or control
markets, but to acquire the skills, resources,
or markets that one firm lacked and could
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A Free-Market Case Against
Open Immigration?

Recently, upon finishing Leonard
Read's superb book Anything That's
Peaceful (FEE, 1964), I felt a surge of

thankfulness and honor. I'm thankful that
such a wise man lived and wrote, and I'm
honored to now lead the organization that
he founded. Leonard Read was truly a
great liberal- a liberal, of course, in the
original and correct meaning of the term.
Genuine liberals (as opposed to the statists
who today in America have stolen this
noble name) never fancy themselves fit to
interfere coercively in the lives of others.
As Read expressed his liberal philosophy,
all peaceful and voluntary actions among
adults should be immune to state interfer
ence. The only justifiable use of physical
force is to defend against another who has
initiated coercion.

What a marvelous and workable princi
ple on which to build civil society! Both
theory and history prove that this princi
ple generates peace, stability, prosperity,
and a culture that is rich and diverse~And
yet so many people are distressingly hos
tile to this principle.

Leftist hostility is predictable. After all,
leftists are virtually defined as those who
see state-initiated coercion (or the threat
thereof) as a magic potion capable of con
juring up all imaginable good and ridding
humankind of all existing evils.

It is bothersome, however, to find such
hostility among those who claim to be
friends of liberty and free markets. In par
ticular, during the past few years a num
ber of pro-market writers have argued
against a policy of open immigration.
While the airing of different sides of the
immigration argument is surely useful, I
personally find such arguments as present
ed to be wholly unpersuasive - and even,
in some cases, distressingly illiberal.

The most popular version of the so
called libertarian case against immigration
runs something like this.

Each private property owner has the
moral right (and should have the legal right)
to ban from his property, or to admit onto
his property, anyone he chooses. In afree
society, no one is coerced into unwanted
associations with others. Therefore, because
in afully free society all land would be pri
vately owned and government would be
limited (at most) to keeping the peace, immi
gration policy in this society would be what
ever each private property owner decides it
to be. If I wish to let 100 unskilled Irish
peasants onto my property, so be it. Ifmy
neighbor chooses never to admit onto his
property even people from across the street,
so be it. There would, in fact, be as many
immigration policies in the fully free society
as there are landowners. As a practical mat-



ter, immigrants would be people who con
tribute through gains-from-trade to domes
tic citizens.

But we do not live in afully free society.
Like it or not, we're stuck with a large and
intrusive government. And this same gov
ernment happens to own enormous tracts of
land and public facilities. Given that exces
sive government is a reality that isn't soon
disappearing, the best that citizens ofa
democratic society can hope for on the immi
gration front is that their overly powerful
government mimics the immigration poli
cies that afully free society would adopt.
Because there would be no free admission in
afully free society, there should be no free
admission in today's less-than-free society.
Indeed, open immigration today is tanta
mount to forced integration. Citizens who
do not wish to associate with foreigners are
forced to do so by agovernment that too
freely admits foreign immigrants. And
because force is bad, forced integration
a.k.a. open immigration-is bad.

This argument for limiting immigration
appears in several different variations, but
the above rendition captures the main
theme. It is mistaken.

First, to ask government to mimic the
outcomes of a pure private property rights
system is to overlook the single most
important reason why government should
be strictly limited. Unlike owners of pri
vate property, government can resort to
force to increase the size of its property
holdings and the value of its portfolio.
Government is not an owner of private
property. Restrictions on government dis
cretion are appropriate precisely because
government possesses a legitimized
monopoly on coercion.

Consider, for example, the constitution
al protection of free speech. Would it be
sensible to argue that, because each pri
vate-property owner has the right to regu
late what is said on his property, govern
ment in our less-than-libertarian world
should have the power to regulate speech
uttered in public places or over public air
waves? Of course not. But such an argu
ment is analogous to the argument for
government restrictions on immigration.

Secondly, labeling open immigration as
"forced integration" is disingenuous. Such
a practice is identical to labeling the First

Amendment's protection of free speech as
"forced listening." But keeping govern
ment from regulating speech is not at all
the same thing as forcing people to listen.
Likewise, allowing people to immigrate to
America is not the same thing as forcing
Americans to associate against their wills
with immigrants. Under a regime of open
immigration, I need not hire or dine with
anyone whom I don't wish to hire or dine
with. Indeed, whenever government
restricts immigration it coercively prevents
me, as an American, from hiring or dining
with whoever I choose to hire or dine with.
An immigrant who receives no welfare
payments engages only in consensual capi
talist acts with those (and only those)
domestic citizens who choose to deal with
the immigrant. Just as trade restraints are,
at bottom, restrictions on the freedoms of
domestic citizens, so, too, are immigration
restraints restrictions on the freedoms of
domestic citizens.

Thirdly, even if some coherent justifica
tion could be given in the abstract for
restricting immigration, it is curious in the
extreme that any proponent of liberty is
willing in practice to trust government
with the power to pick and choose which
foreigners we domestic citizens will be
permitted to deal with on our home
shores. There is no reason to suspect that
government will exercise this power more
prudently and intelligently than it exer
cises other powers.

Whether or not immigrants increase or
decrease measured GDP or per-capita
income is an empirical question that can be
answered only by sound empirical
research. (Economist Julian Simon has car
ried out much of this research; he finds
that immigrants promote prosperity.) But
the moral case for open immigration is
paramount. That case is this: a geopolitical
border is a grotesquely arbitrary reason to
prevent people from dealing with each
other in whatever peaceful ways they
choose.

Donald J. Boudreaux
President
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obtain only from another-which, in return,
would receive something it lacked. Some
times, the parties to such agreements are
competitors, but these partnering agreements
are cooperative, not collusive. In the fast
changing world of today's capitalism, compe
tition and cooperation are becoming indistin
guishable.

This does not mean that this increased
cooperation will result in rigid oligopolies in
which the major players share resources and
keep out the newer, smaller players, because
the cooperation itself was forced upon the
major players by the same technological
changes that tore apart their previous market
structures. If anything, strategic partnering
bodes well for small, emerging firms, because
instead of having to compete against the
giants, they will find themselves in a better
position to offer skills or facilities to the large
firms. IBM North America already has over
4,000 "partners," many "creating highly spe
cific software for smaller customers.,,6

Indeed, partnering and "outsourcing" show
no signs of leading to increased market con
centration or reduced levels of competition,
because, as one study has shown, 70 percent
of all the alliances of this type that cross
national borders break up within a short
time.7 While there are still oligopolistic mar
kets, and mergers that turn large firms into
even larger ones, it is overlooked that capi
talism has produced a constantly increasing
number of different industries and markets,
just as it has generated an ever-expanding
number of products.. This fact refutes the old
Marxian idea of a trend toward a final, very
small group of giant, highly profitable firms
that buy up failed rivals until they control
everything.

To those who lack understanding of how
markets operate, such increased concentra
tion may have even appeared to be happening
during the 1960s, which featured the rise of
the "conglomerates"-corporations that ac
quired smaller firms that belonged to com
pletely different industries. For example, in
1969, Quaker Oats, a well-known food prod
ucts company, acquired Fisher-Price Toys.
But Quaker sold Fisher-Price in 1991, two
years before tobacco giant Philip Morris sold
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Birds Eye frozen vegetables to Dean Foods.8

The furniture company I worked for in the
early 1970s was acquired by a food conglom
erate, which soon regretted its decision, for
the furniture company proved unprofitable. A
few years later the food company closed it
down.

While large firms often find it advisable to
diversify, they do not simply buy up everything
in sight just so they can own everything. They
do not want to own assets that fail to make
money. A division that becomes unprofitable
will be "spun off," and since few conglomer
ates will show equal profitability for each of
their divisions, there will always be some
divisions that are less profitable than others,
even if they are all making money. The
incentive exists to sell the less-profitable di
visions and retain only the most lucrative
ones-the "core competencies"-and rely on
outsourcing for the rest. Thus, although part
nering and outsourcing will increase inter
firm cooperation and help make firms more
competitive, the increased reliance on agree
ments as opposed to acquisitions will prevent
ever-increasing economic concentration.

Words and More Words
In spite of this trend toward increased

collaboration between corporations, many
writers still cling to the idea that capitalism is
competitive in ways that forestall coopera
tion, while other forms of economic organi
zation (such as socialism) would engender
true cooperation. Discovering the basis of this
interpretation, however, involves sociological
rather than economic analysis. The great
economists F.A. Hayek and Ludwig von
Mises were well aware of the importance of
the intellectual class and the extent to which
it had embraced socialism. This was discussed
in Hayek's article "The Intellectuals and
Socialism" and Mises's book The Anti
Capitalistic Mentality. Both Marxism and so
cialism are doctrines that claim to exist to
improve the condition of the working classes,
but the doctrines themselves were the prod
ucts of intellectuals. For example, when Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels began to call
themselves the Communist Party, they asked
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socialist friends in Brussels to join, recruiting
15. Of this total of 17 members, including
themselves, 15 (88 percent) were writers.9 To
a very great extent, socialism has always been
the product of what is now called the "knowl
edge class," the "information elite," or "sym
bolic analysts"-academics, writers, journal
ists, and others who make their living by
processing and analyzing documents and
ideas.

Because socialism was originated by the
social class that lives by words, it has always
been highly productive in the use of labels,
slogans, and buzzwords. Despite its failure as
an economic system, socialism has never
lacked the ability to have itself described in
the most glowing terms, which explains why
the cooperation produced by capitalism is not
called cooperation, and why the jealousy and
friction produced by socialism's arbitrary di
vision of goods is called cooperation. Because
the origin of this descriptive divergence is
sociological rather than logical, the triumph
of capitalism over socialism is unlikely to
affect it.

Instead of resorting to the use of favorable
labels (such as "cooperation") for the things
they approve of, and unfavorable labels such
as "dog-eat-dog competition" for the things
they disapprove of, it would have been more
accurate for socialists to eschew these devices
in favor of such descriptions as profit-making
and non-profit-making. For it is clear that
socialism does not distinguish "cooperation"
from "competition" by the nature or results of
these acts, but by the intentions of their
initiators. No matter how much cooperation
goes into a profit-making activity,socialists
will claim that it is competitive rather than
cooperative, and will treat economic compe
tition as destructive and divisive, as if it could
never contain cooperative elements.

Socialists were aware, of course, that the
parties to a transaction must cooperate with
each other in order to make the exchange, but
insisted that this cooperation was merely
formal, hiding a deeper relationship that is
actually exploitative, and which "forced" one
of the parties to act. Yet even a highly paid
athlete might consider himself to be ex
ploited, because although he is a millionaire,

his employer makes a great deal more money
from his performance than he does.·Still, most
people would disagree, because his earnings
are high, and even socialists do not spend
their time complaining about the exploitation
of highly paid employees. This indicates that
socialism does not always define exploitation
as a relationship between persons occupying
positions of greatly unequal power. A very
highly paid worker, such as a film star, might
make a great deal less than his employer, but
could hardly be considered powerless: some
film stars become directors and even produc
ers!

Therefore, at some wage level, the amount
of remuneration is what determines whether
exploitation exists. But if a sufficiently high
wage negates exploitation, it means that work
ers can decide that if their wages exceed a
certain level, they are not being exploited,
making their decision to accept employment
at those wage levels a free and unencumbered
choice. If workers use their wage levels as an
indicator of whether they are exploited, then
the indicative point can be set at any level, and
an unemployed worker might very well con
sider any job offer to be an acceptable bargain.
What is a bad wage offer now might be a good
one later, depending on one's circumstances,
in the same way that a good price now might
be a bad price later.

This refutes the notion that workers who
are not receiving as high a wage as they would
like are not cooperating willfully with their
employers, even though they show up for
work on time and do their jobs. From the
employee's viewpoint, the remuneration is
always insufficient. No matter what the
agreed-upon wage is, workers seek the highest
wages they can get, just as merchants seek the
highest prices they can get. They will always
conclude that if conditions had been more
favorable, they could have gotten more. To
call this "exploitation" because the worker
was "compelled" by economic circumstances
to accept a job at lower wages than he wanted
is no different from saying that a merchant
who is "forced" to offer close-out prices on his
goods is "exploited" by consumers because
they would not offer him the higher prices he
wanted. To make an offer and settle for the



best deal available, in the absence of the ideal
deal-which is never available-is a function
of self-interest, and it is difficult to say with a
straight face that people who are following
their self-interest are being exploited.

Intellectuals and Sacrifice
When the interests of two parties intersect,

cooperation results, and a transaction occurs.
If socialists consider an activity to be coop
erative only if it lacks the element of personal
gain, then the socialist definition of cooper
ation must include, if not focus on, some
element of self-sacrifice. From this stand
point, "cooperation" must be mainly an act of
renunciation or submission. "Cooperation,"
however, sounds much better to working-class
people than renunciation or submission, so
this favorable word is used instead. It is the
foundation of sacrifice that best explains why
capitalistic endeavors cannot qualify as "co
operative" under the socialist definition. Gov
ernments can disburse goods or cash to their
citizens, but only by taking them from other
citizens. However, all market exchanges of
goods or services reap gains for both parties.
Sellers value the money they receive for their
goods more than the goods themselves, and
buyers value the goods more than the money,
otherwise the exchanges would not have oc
curred. Whatever name might be given to
such transactions, the two parties have in fact
cooperated with each other, and sacrifice was
absent.

The intellectual class, however, might well
have felt uncomfortable about its separation
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from the workaday world. Its members
grasped pens and spent long hours in cafes,
while others had to swing hammers and wield
sewing needles to make their living. Capital
ism's replacement of sacrifice with gain did
not constitute a happy change for such
remorse-ridden thinkers who, unlike work
ing-class people, place a high value on sacri
fice because it alleviates their uneasiness,
while gain only adds to it. They could not
change reality, but they could, at least, rename
it, especially since the application of names
and labels was their natural function. Accord
ingly, economic sacrifice soon became known
as "cooperation," while gainful cooperation
became "dog-eat-dog competition."

It is time to start insisting that the labels
used to describe economic activity give a more
accurate depiction of that activity and its
results. 0
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Education and the Free Society
by Linda C. Raeder

T' he classical-liberal philosophy of limited
government and the rule of law is in

danger of being consigned to oblivion. Ene
mies of the free society have successfully
appropriated the time-honored "liberal"
name and transformed it into the pseudo
liberalism of contemporary statism.

Part of the responsibility for that transfor
mation undoubtedly belongs to the defenders
of liberal constitutionalism. We have obvi
ously failed to "make the case," either ratio
nally or imaginatively, for the free society as
traditionally understood in the West. Hence
we are in danger of losing not only our under
standing of the relationship between limited
government and human flourishing, but also of
the very meaning of constitutional government.
Nor have we sufficiently attended to the forma
tive role of culture in the maintenance of the
constitutional ethos. It is imperative, however,
that the classical understanding of liberal order
remain a living understanding, particularly
within the academy. Yet it is well known that
many academics are hostile not only to the
classical-liberal order but also to the moral and
philosophical heritage of Western civilization
which produced that order. Those of us who
would preseIVe the free society must not aban
don the scholarly forum.

The abandonment of the modern univer
sity to the enemies of the free society is,
moreover, bound up with the transformation
of the meaning not only of "liberalism" but of
all the major concepts through which we
articulate our political, social, and moral
self-understanding. The notions of freedom,

Linda C. Raeder is a doctoral candidate in political
theory at the Catholic University of America and
associate editor of Humanitas.

law, rights, democracy, constitutionalism, and
morality have all been distorted in service of
limitless government. Even well-meaning
people, for instance, no longer seem to un
derstand that the American framers did not
establish a "democracy," but rather a consti
tutional government, one characterized by
limited power and the rule of law.

Today, however, "democracy" is often
touted as if it were equivalent to liberal
constitutionalism and the free society; any
distinction has been largely lost. In a similar
manner, the traditional notion of right has
undergone a pernicious transformation. A
right, as historically conceived in the West, did
not refer to a positive entitlement to govern
ment services but toa largely "negative"
protection against arbitrary governmental in
terference with one's beliefs and activities.

Moral standards have also been signifi
cantly redefined. Traditional Western moral
ity was concerned with personal motives and
actions, not with social outcomes, emotional
pleas for collective "compassion," or commit
ment to a chimerical "social justice" to be
achieved through organized political coer
cion, as it often is today.

The ongoing destruction of the free society
has long been abetted by those who bear
responsibility for the transmission of our
cultural heritage-university professors and
others involved in higher education. To pre
serve the traditional Western understanding
of freedom-under-Iaw, we must redress that
imbalance, first, by restoring the classical
liberal philosophy of limited government as a
focus of scholarship, and, second, by becom
ing exemplars of its ethos. Moreover, and
perhaps even more importantly, we must
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counter the prevailing trend toward the po
liticization of the academy.

Perhaps it is not coincidental that both the
free society and higher education stand at
present in such a precarious state. From
Aristotle to modernity, liberal education has
been one of the chief foundations of civilized
order in the West. Such an education, or
"drawing forth," aims to cultivate a mind
disposed to the pursuit of truth, a process that
depends upon the active assimilation of cul
ture, conceived as an integrated body of
knowledge unified by reference to the com
prehensive whole of reality. Professional spe
cialization was conceived to be an outgrowth
of, not a replacement for, such an assimila
tion. Moreover, liberal education was sharply
contrasted with mere technical or practical
training in service of utilitarian ends; the per
sonal comprehension, character, and existential
orientation produced by a truly liberal educa
tion was long regarded as its own reward.

A liberally educated person is more than
superficially familiar with the great contribu
tions in various fields. He is especially well
acquainted with history, a knowledge which
supplements his own necessarily limited ex
perience of human events and widens his
necessarily limited cultural perspective. Re
lease from the parochialism of the present,
however, is not the only beneficent effect of a
traditional liberal education. Such an educa
tion is intimately bound up with the transmis
sion of the culture and thus with the mainte
nance and advancement of civilization.

Ignorance of our heritage returns us to the
level of primitives ceaselessly reinventing the
wheel, particularly in political and moral
matters. Or else it fosters the emergence of
that quintessentially modern character, the
arrogant rationalist proudly proclaiming the
sovereignty of his fictitious "autonomous"
reason. As both Burke and Hayek so elo
quently warned, however, the rationalistic
hubris of such persons, which leads them
cavalierly to dismiss the "wisdom of the ages,"
is a grave threat to the preservation of civili
zation, which crucially depends upon the
preservation of the suprarational knowledge
embodied in tradition.

The political order of any society is a
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reflection of the values, beliefs, and character
of the persons who compose it; modern
Western society, no less than the polis, is man
writ large. The constitutional order that is the
free society aims to permit its members free
dom to pursue their self-chosen ends, in the
belief that such freedom is indispensable to
the realization of human potential. No society
can endure, let alone flourish, without a
certain degree of order. Since a free society
seeks to minimize governmental coercion,
and thus the external imposition of order, its
order must come from within. A free society
thus places special demands on its members:
they must be both internally self-governing
and willing to observe those moral and polit
ical rules that alone permit the common good
to prevail over partisan and special interest.
Moreover, since a free society encourages
people to pursue their own ends, the quality
and tone of such a society are utterly depen
dent upon the quality of its members' aims.

All of these factors point toward the crucial
significance of education to both the preser
vation and tenor of a free society. Freedom
has proved so fragile historically because the
demands it makes on human beings are so
severe. Freedom requires a large measure of
self-restraint: freedom demands that we do
not violate our neighbors, either individually
or through the collective process that is pol
itics. Without the willingness to pursue our
ends within moral and legal bounds, to defer
to the higher moral and political law that is the
substance of constitutionalism, freedom
under-law degenerates into license, politics
into the war of all-against-all. Although it goes
against the grain of the prevailing "modern
liberal" ideology, one cannot escape the fact
that the formation of character through moral
education, a process in which family, religion,
formal study, imitation, practice, and mystery
all play significant roles, is the sine qua non of
the free society.

In conclusion, those of us who are con
cerned with preserving the hard-won fruit of
individual freedom face a formidable challenge.
We must make that tradition come alive again.
And the onlyway to do so is through persuasion
and personalwitness, the only means suitable to
the education of a free people. D
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The Proper Attitude Toward the
Proper Role of the State

by Joseph S. Fulda

That the proper attitude toward the over
reaching state is, depending on the size

and scope of the Behemoth, anxiety, fear,
fright, or terror is a given among classical
liberals. What is not always understood is the
danger that the State poses even in its nec
essary and proper functions: protection
against private coercion from within, protec
tion against state coercion from without, and
the orderly adjudication of disputes. It is the
first of these functions of government whose
danger is least understood, it being generally
acknowledged by true liberals that the re
maining functions have often been used as
justifications for the expansion of the welfare
warfare state and a redistributionist judiciary,
respectively, both of which pose obvious and
considerable threats to individual liberty.1

We must start by acknowledging, with
Thomas Paine, that "Society is produced by
our wants and government by our wicked
ness.... The first is a patron, the last a
punisher. Society in every state," writes Paine,
"is a blessing, but government, even in its best
state, is but a necessary evil. ... Government,
like dress," he continues, "is the badge of lost
innocence; the palaces of kings are built upon
the ruins of the bowers of paradise.,,2 Chasing
down criminals and incapacitating them is an
unfortunate necessity, but there can be no

Joseph S. Fulda, a contributing editor of The Free
man, has been published frequently in scientific
journals, philosophical journals, mathematics jour
nals, law reviews, and journals of opinion.

denying that it is a necessary evil, since it
consumes vast resources unproductively: No
body gains anything of value from the anti
crime enterprise; even if it is done perfectly,
all we can say is that nobody will lose anything
of value, either. This is what Thoreau meant
when he wrote, "I believe 'That government
is best which governs not at all'; and when men
are prepared for it, that will be the kind of
government which they will have.... For
government is an expedient by which men
would fain succeed in letting one another
alone.,,3

But, then, this is not quite true. Some do
gain something of value from the anti-crime
enterprise: the legions of officers of the State
who are charged with the task. As former
California Republican Assemblyman Patrick
J. Nolan reminds us: "[G]ur judicial and penal
systems are just like every other bureau
cracy ...," with "the judicial-penal complex
spend[ing] lavishly trying to convince us they
are doing all they can to protect us and if they
had a little more money they could get the job
done.,,4 Like the "military-industrial com
plex" of which conservative President Eisen
hower warned, Nolan warns of the dangers of
a judicial-penal complex that has every bit as
much potential to go awry. And, not only do
some gain from the anti-crime· enterprise,
even when this dismal task is done perfectly
some also lose: the taxpayers who must sup
port the legions of crime-fighters. And when
government goes awry, quite unlike the case
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of the outlaw, "our calamity is heightened by
reflecting that we furnish the means by which
we sufIer."s And the judicial-penal complex
has gone awry, vastly expanding its powers
and revenues in recent years as the private
property of innocent citizens is routinely
seized under so-called civil asset forfeiture
laws. These laws-which in some jurisdictions
have created a virtual reign of terror by
law-enforcement officials-effectively allow
government agents to take whatever they want,
from whomever they want, for any reason
whatsoever and with little chance of its posses
sion ever being regained by its rightful owners.
(All that is needed is for the agent to invent an
anonymous tip that the property was in some
way used in an illicit activity and the property
may be seizedwith aveneer of legality.) Instead,
the property forfeited normally winds up lining
the pockets of law enforcement.6

But the real problem is that the anti-crime
enterprise is not, indeed cannot, be done
perfectly: No human institution, social or
governmental, proper or improper, is perfect.
Inevitably, the granting of monopoly power to
the State to retaliate for acts of coercion·will
lead to abuses of that power. Power, after all,
is rarely held without abuse; monopoly power
is never held without abuse. But though this
monopoly power is necessary to rein in crime,
it is far more frightening-if quieter-than
the power of the ordinary criminal over the
law-abiding citizen. As Albert Jay Nock ob
served, the State is "the organization of the
political means,,,7 and is therefore at least as
much more to be feared over the ordinary
criminal as is organized crime. What is to be
feared, moreover, is not mere potential, but
the actuality that over 40 percent of our
productive efforts are seized by the State
without just cause. I know ofno study claiming
that even the more dismal neighborhoods in
America suffer comparable losses to crime
(with some notable exceptions involving or
ganized crime, of which overreaching govern
ment is but a species).8 Nor is it mere property
that government actually deprives us of; many
tens of thousands ofpeaceful citizens languish
in penitentiaries, prisons, and jails for what
Nolan describes as "bureaucratic 'crimes'
arising from disputes with government em-
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ployees over billing procedure, loan docu
mentation, late filing of documents or other
violations of statutes that are technical in
nature."g And, of course, tens of millions of
citizens simply adapt their whole manner of
living to the demands of the State-daytime
as well as nighttime-rather than face the
terrifying prospect of incarceration.10

Nor is it sufficient that the government
maintains "swarms of officers to harass our
people, and eat out their substance,"ll it also
has recently begun coopting the entire corpus
of the citizenry into joining the anti-crime
enterprise. For example, in one of the worst
decisions handed down in the last century, the
U. S. Supreme Court recently ruled, by a 5-4
margin, that the civil-asset forfeiture laws are
constitutional even when the owner is com
pletelyinnocent of any crime.12 The reasoning
used was that citizens have a duty to the State
not to negligently allow their property to be
used for unlawful purposes. Under this the
ory, businesses, homes, cars, and boats have
been seized when owners have not been
sufficiently vigilant in preventing some occu
pant from doing something-usually some
thing petty, like a minor violation of a drug
statute-illegal. Indeed, this decision reverses
almost 800 years of jurisprudence: It was
Magna Carta which first declared that no
person's property shall be seized but upon the
judgment of his peers for violating the law of
the land.

A second example whereby the State would
make of everyman a policeman is in the
dubious area of sexual-harassment law. It is
not sufficient that sexual harassment
whatever that may actually mean-is a civil
rights violation, but companies, universities,
and contractors are held responsible for the
acts of their agents-even when, as is so often
the case, the alleged offense is outside the
scope of the agency of the individual and the
institution is not only not a party to the offense
but not even cognizant of it. Again, the theory
is that private enterprises must not through
their negligence and lack of vigilance allow
their agents to commit these wrongs or they
will be held responsible for behavior they are
neither aware of nor condone. They are thus
forced to become the junior partners of law
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enforcement-enforcing the law in their pri
vate domains under threat of substantial civil
liability.

Yet another example by which the govern
ment would coopt the citizenry is the New
Jersey initiative13 encouraging drivers to use
their car phones to report speeding cars and
other miscreant drivers-this notwithstand
ing that the use of car phones is far more
dangerous14 than is speeding.15

And, from Virginia comes a legislative
proposal requiring citizens to police other
citizens: Owners, managers, and operators of
parking lots, rental housing, shopping centers,
airports, docks, and shipyards must report a
large number of details about the vehicles
stored in their facilities so as to facilitate state
personal property tax collection. If they do not
act as government informants, it is proposed
that they be criminally liable.16 All these
examples-and there are countless others-of
government devolution of its responsibilities
(whether overreaching or proper) on the
citizenry bespeak a mindset present in the
now-fallen totalitarian regimes of the East:
They are hardly fitting for the land of the free.

Yes, we must have government: Our civi
lization is indeed "built upon the ruins of the
bowers of paradise." But even when it is
putatively exercising its proper functions, the
proper attitude toward the State remains
eternal vigilance tinged with fear. 0
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Algernon Sidney: Forgotten
Founding Father

by Chris Baker

Algernon Sidney (also Sydney) was an
English martyr for republican govern

ment. He was executed in 1683 for allegedly
conspiring to kill King Charles II; his political
writings were used as "evidence" against him.
His uncompromising spirit inspired both the
Glorious Revolution of 1688 and the Amer
ican Revolution of 1776.

Born in 1622, Sidney was the second son of
the Earl ofLeicester and a nephew of the poet
Philip Sidney. He was raised at the family's
estate in Kent. His father, Robert, was a
diplomat who owned a vast library, which
included classics of religion, philosophy, and
history. As an adolescent, Sidney traveled
with his father to Denmark, France, and
Rome. In Paris, he met the Dutch-born
diplomat and political theorist Hugo Grotius,
who was representing Sweden at the French
court.

In 1646, Sidney was elected to what came to
be known as the Long Parliament-so named
because it was in session for eleven years. The
increasingly fanatical Puritans ordered King
Charles I's execution in 1649. Being a man of
reason, Sidney did not support execution-he
always sought justice, never vengeance.
Cromwell dissolved Parliament in 1653, but
Sidney refused to leave his seat until the Lord
Protector's troops forcibly removed him.

Chris Baker interned at Liberty magazine and lives
in Moundsville, West Virginia. A longer version ofthis
article is scheduled to appear in the upcoming
collection Millennium for Liberty.

With his life now in danger, he fled to the
Netherlands.

Sidney returned to his seat in 1659 and was
one of three men sent by England to negotiate
peace in the war between Denmark (which
also controlled Norway) and Sweden. Up to
this time, the Danes controlled land on both
sides of the narrow passage connecting the
Atlantic Ocean and the Baltic Sea and
charged exorbitant dues to all ships that
passed through. The treaty ending this war
gave Sweden total control of their side of the
waterway. The Baltic Sea was opened to all
nations and has remained so to this day,
except in times of war.

Parliament crowned Charles II, son of
Charles I, king the next year. Sidney refused
to apologize for his earlier actions and did not
return to England after his successful diplo
matic mission. The king's assassins would
make two attempts on his life. In the mid
1660s, Sidney unsuccessfully appealed to
French and Dutch leaders, hoping to enlist
their aid in the republican cause. He also
indulged in his first love-books.

He was allowed to return to England after
his father's death in 1677 and began working
with William Penn for religious freedom in
both England and Pennsylvania. Not even the
new colony was liberal enough for Sidney. He
believed that it left too much power in the
chief executive's hands.

He met with other republicans (who were
forming the Whig Party) and made an unsuc-
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cessful run for Parliament. At that time, many
republicans-including Sidney-were receiv
ing money from the French ambassador.
France, the major European power at the
time, hoped to keep its archrival weak and
divided.

In 1680, Robert Filmer's Patriarcha was
published. Filmer (who had died in 1653)
argued that absolute monarchy was a natural
form of government, existing from the cre
ation. Fathers governed families, and the right
to rule passed on to the eldest son. Sidney
penned his Discourses Concerning Govern
ment in response to Filmer.

Fearful of a "popish plot," the Whigs
believed that Charles, with the encourage
ment of his Catholic brother James, was
attempting to re-establish an absolute mon
archy. Charles II dismissed Parliament in
1681. Unable to check the crown by lawful
means, some Whigs considered assassination.
The defiant Sidney was arrested on June 26,
1683, for his alleged part in the "Rye House
Plot." The prosecution searched his home and
found his writings, which he claimed were not
intended for publication. Convicted in a du
bious trial, Sidney was beheaded on Decem
ber 7,1683.

Sidney was not totally opposed to monar
chy. "The best Governments of the World
have bin [sic] composed of Monarchy, Aris
tocracy, and Democracy," he believed. "The
difference therefore between good govern
ments and ill governments is not, that those of
one sort have an arbitrary power which the
others have not, for they all have it; but that
those which are well constituted, place this
power so as it may be beneficial to the people,
and set such rules as are hardly to be trans
gressed; whilst those of the other sort fail in
one or both these points."l

But he did believe uncompromisingly in the
right of revolution. He saw government as a
contract among the people. He wrote: "God
leaves to Man the choice of Forms in Gov
ernment; and those who constitute one Form,
may abrogate it. ... The general revolt of a
Nation cannot be called a Rebellion.... Laws
and constitutions ought to be weighed ... to
constitute that which is most conducing to the
establishment of justice and liberty.,,2 Sidney

saw this necessity because: "Many things are
unknown to the wisest, and the best men can
never wholly divest themselves of passions
and affections ... nothing can or ought to be
permanent but that which is perfect.,,3

To retain its liberty a society must be
composed of people who are willing to ques
tion the authority of "superiors." "Who will
wear a shoe that hurts him, because the
shoe-maker tells him 'tis well made? ..."
Sidney asked. "Such as have reason, under
standing, or common sense, will, and ought to
make use of it in those things that concern
themselves and their posterity, and suspect
the words of such as are interested in deceiv
ing or persuading them not to see with their
own eyes.... A general presumption that
Kings will govern well, is not a sufficient
security to the People ... those who subjected
themselves to the will of a man were governed
by a beast.,,4

A more accurate title for the Discourses
might be History of Liberty. Throughout the
book are references to the works of Hugo
Grotius, Livy, Niccolo Machiavelli, Cornelius
Tacitus, Plutarch, Plato, and Aristotle. Sidney
was most impressed by the Bible, Livy's His
tory of Rome, and Grotius's The Law of War
and Peace. The history of the Roman Repub
lic and its decay into empire and eventual ruin
especially fascinated him.

Sidney saw history largely as an eternal
conflict between virtue and vice. This idea
appeared throughout:

... the strength, virtue, glory, wealth,
power, and happiness of Rome proceeding
from liberty, did rise, grow, and perish with
it.

Whilst liberty continued, it was the nurse
of virtue; and all the losses suffered in
foreign or civil wars, were easily recovered:
but when liberty was lost, valour and virtue
were torn up by the roots, and the Roman
power proceeding from it, perished.5

Sidney also noticed the pattern in their
vanquished opponents: "All the nations they
had to deal with, had the same fate. They
never conquer'd a free people without ex
treme difficulty.... But the greatest kings
were easily overcome." This occurred because
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"such principles as make men honest and
generous, do also make them lovers of liberty,
and constant in the defence of their coun
try...." Free societies were more prosperous,
could afford war, and recover from it. He
added: "That is the best Government, which
best provides for war.,,6 The wars of the
twentieth century, the most violent ever,
would prove him correct.

Dictatorships were impractical be
cause-as Friedrich Hayek would later ob
serve in The Road to Serfdom-the worst find
their way to the top. "The histories of
Greece," Sidney noticed, "Sicily, and Italy
shew that all those who made themselves
tyrants in several places, did it by the help of
the worst, and the slaughter of the best."
Tyrants "hate virtue for its own sake, and
virtuous men for being most unlike to them
selves.,,7 This philosophy has proved even
more true in today's welfare states, "people's
republics," and other anti-capitalist economic
systems.

This did not mean that Sidney was a
pragmatist. His main concern was not
whether a political system "worked." He was
convinced that republican government did
function well, and he knew how and why.

Sidney was a pioneer in natural rights
theory. "The common Notions of Liberty are
not from School Divines, but from Na
ture ...," he declared. "'Tis hard to compre
hend how one man can come to be master of
many, equal to himself in right, unless it be by
consent or by force.... No right can come by
conquest, unless there were a right of making
that conquest. ..." In summary, he under
stood that: "To depend upon the Will of a
Man is Slavery.,,8

Liberty was consistent with equality before
the law. "That equality which is just among
equals," he wrote, "is just only among equals;
but such as are base, ignorant, vicious, sloth
ful, or cowardly, are not equal in natural or
acquired virtues, to the generous, wise, val
iant, and industrious.... There may be a
hundred thousand men in an army, who are all
equally free; but they only are naturally most
fit to be commanders or leaders, who most
excel in the virtues required for the right
performance of those offices.,,9 His idea of

equality did not even resemble the corrupt
concept of equality that is worshiped in the
world today.

Agreeing with Aristotle that man is a ra
tional animal, Sidney believed that a life of
virtue was a life of reason. "Man's natural love
to Liberty is temper'd by Reason, which
originally is his Nature," he declared. "The
truth is, man is hereunto led by reason which
is his nature. Everyone sees they cannot well
live asunder, nor many together, without
some rule to which all must submit. This
submission is a restraint of liberty, but could
be of no effect as to the good intended, unless
it were general; nor general, unless it were
natural.,,10 He not only knew that a free
society would prosper-he knew why a free
society had to prosper.

While his better-known contemporary
John Locke harshly criticized self-interest,
Sidney seemed to favor it. He believed that
"man naturally follows that which is good, or
seems to him to be so. Hence it is that in
well-govern'd states, where a value is put upon
virtue . . . men are from the tenderest years
brought up in a belief, that nothing in this
world deserves to be sought after, but such
honors as are acquired by virtuous actions: By
this means virtue itself becomes popular."ll

Sidney's political philosophy had one fatal
flaw, which Locke also accepted. He believed
that "if he enter into the society, he is obliged
by the laws of it.,,12 (Locke called it tacit
consent.) Yet Sidney was the most radical
man of his time. While Locke earned fame
and prestige, Sidney became famous mostly
for his "treason." Had he lived out his life, he
might have had as much influence as Locke,
whose major works were all published after
the bloodless revolution of 1688. Published in
1698, the Discourses are the product of a great
mind whose greatness would not be under
stood until long after his death.

After the death of Charles II in 1685, James
II took the crown, and a friendly (at that time)
Parliament met for the first time in four years.
The new king's preferential treatment of
Catholics vindicated the Whigs' fears. When
the queen gave birth to a son in 1688, even the
once-conservative Parliament supported rev
olution. James's troops and his daughter
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Anne deserted him. His older daughter,
Mary, and her husband, William of Orange,
claimed the throne. Parliament passed a bill
of rights and absolved Sidney the next year.

Influence in the
American Colonies

John and Samuel Adams, George Mason,
James Madison, and Benjamin Franklin all
acknowledged Sidney's influence on Ameri
can political thought. A group of Virginians
(Patrick Henry included) founded Hampden
Sydney College in 1776 and named it in his
honor (and John Hampden's). And in 1825, as
founder of the University ofVirginia, Thomas
Jefferson issued this statement: "Resolved,
that it is the opinion of this Board that as to
the general principles of liberty and the rights
of man, in nature and in society, the doctrines
of Locke, in his 'Essay concerning the true
original extent and end of civil government,'
and of Sidney in his 'Discourses on govern
ment,' may be considered as those generally
approved by our fellow citizens of this, and the
United States."13

In the nineteenth century, when so many of
his theories proved true, his popularity de
clined sharply. The Discourses were out of
print in America from 1805 to 1979. His
countrymen preferred to remember his col
laborations with foreign leaders. Winston
Churchill called him "indomitable." The
Catholic Lord Acton wrote that it was "hu
miliating to trace a political lineage to Alger-

non Sidney, who was the paid agent of the
French king."14 The Anglo-Americans also
lost their faith in liberty.

But Sidney's influence remains. Massachu
setts adopted its motto from a quote which
had appeared on an earlier edition of the
Discourses: "Ense petit placidam sub libertate
quietem [By the sword we seek peace, but
peace only under liberty]." His most famous
quote appeared in Franklin's Poor Richard's
Almanack: "God helps those who help them
selves." American slavery abolitionists like
William Lloyd Garrison borrowed another
line: "That which is not just, is not Law; and
that which is not Law, ought not to be
obeyed."15

Samuel Adams gave Algernon Sidney the
most accurate label of all-"patriot." In a
nation of liberty-loving people, he can be
nothing less. D
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The Legal Assault on
Competence and Honesty

by David R. Henderson

I n October 1993, when Northwest Airlines
announced that it had agreed to rehire pilot

Norman Prouse as a ground trainer, a com
pany spokesman acknowledged that "some
Northwest employees might be bitter." The
reason: three years earlier, Mr. Prouse, after
an all-night drinking binge with the two mem
bers of his flying crew, had flown a plane from
Fargo to Minneapolis early the next morning.
Whereas FAA rules prohibited flight crew
members from operating planes if they had a
blood-alcohol level higher than .04 percent
and Minnesota law defined drunk driving at
.10 percent, Prouse's level, measured three
hours after the plane had taken off, measured
a whopping .13 percent. The three drinking
buddies were thrown in prison, and, after
emerging, Prouse entered a rehabilitation
program. But the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA), which President Bush had signed
in 1990, protected alcoholics who entered
rehab, and Northwest, which could have tried
to cover itself under an exception, instead
claimed virtue for rehiring an employee who
had broken its rules and lied about it. By July
1995, Northwest confirmed that Mr. Prouse
was again flying.

In the early 1990s, a UCLA heart surgeon
spread hepatitis B to 18 patients: apparently
the virus passed through the holes in his
gloves. "The hospital's decision to allow the

David R. Henderson is a research fellow with the
Hoover Institution and an economicsprofessorat the
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California.

surgeon to keep on operating even· after he
was found to be infected," said a hospital
spokesperson, was "in compliance with fed
eral regulations." The particular federal law
the spokesperson was referring to was, once
again, the ADA. Laurence Gostin, a promi
nent advocate of the ADA, wrote, "Seen
through the lens of the ADA, public health
regulation may be regarded as discrimination
against people with disabilities." The ADA
also protected a manic-depressive against an
employer who did not want to hire him as a
crane operator. Under Michigan's "discrimi
nation law," a jury, citing narcolepsy as a
protected category, awarded $610,000 to-a
surgeon!

These are a few of the many stories that
Walter Olson tells in his new book, The Excuse
Factory: How Employment Law Is Paralyzing
the American Workplace (Free Press, 378
pages, $25.00). If it were just a .series of
well-documented horror stories about how
employment law makes it hard for employers
to fire incompetent and dangerous employ
ees, Olson's book would be well worth the
price. In that respect alone, The Excuse Fac
tory is better than Philip Howard's excellent
book, The Death of Common Sense. Indeed,
with his exquisite mixture of anger and hu
mor, Olson, a fellow at the Manhattan Insti
tute, writes like a modern Voltaire.

But The Excuse Factory is more than just a
collection of stories. Olson explains why they
happened. He writes of the key articles in
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various law reviews, the key court decisions,
the important legislation, and the important
players. He then connects the dots, showing
how all those factors came together to create
a nightmare of contradictory regulations that
would humble Kafka. And he does so with the
style and· drama of a detective novel.

Ever since slavery ended in the United
States, the law governing employment in
America had been the so-called "at will"
doctrine, which treated employers and em
ployees equally. Just as employees were free
to quit without cause, employers were free to
fire without cause. But in 1967 Lawrence
Blades, a professor at the University of Kan
sas, argued in a law review article that being
fired had harsh consequences for employees.
The "ever-increasing concentration of eco
nomic power in the hands of fewer employ
ers," wrote Blades, meant that employees
would "become even more easily oppressed."
Blades's prediction of fewer employers, Olson
notes, was "a singularly bad bit of market
forecasting." To right the alleged wrongs,
Blades advocated letting employees sue em
ployers who fired without "good cause." Doz
ens of other law review authors piled on, and,
by the 1980s, few law professors could be
found who would defend employment at will.
Later, Harvard law professor Alan Dershow
itz asserted, "Suing is good for America."

By Dershowitz's criterion, America pros
pered. In 1980, the Michigan Supreme Court
concluded that a statement in a Michigan
Blue Cross employee handbook that employ
ees would be released "for just cause only,"
was a binding contract. Previous courts had
never read such statements that way. "Wield
ing novel legal arguments like a miracle Ginsu
knife," writes Olson, "the court in short order
reduced the half-dozen old contract doctrines
to cole slaw." The court went further. Jurors
didn't have to worry, the judges said, about
whether an employer had acted in good faith,
but instead could substitute their own judg
ment. In another ruling handed down the
same day, the Michigan court said that verbal
statements of praise, even those made by a
long-departed supervisor, could be treated as
an oral contract. By 1990, writes Olson, courts
in at least 38 states and federal appeals courts

in at least 19 cases cited the Michigan Blue
Cross decision approvingly. Employment at
will was gone.

Also gone was the legal recognition of
employers' right to refuse to hire, even if their
grounds for refusal were reasonable. Courts
ruled against a company that refused to hire
a crane operator who had been convicted of
first-degree murder, because the offense had
not been recent and was not closely related to
the job. Admitting that a convicted forger's
offense was relevant to a job at a photographic
studio, a court said the six-years-old offense
was not recent enough. Another court found
against a company that was reluctant to hire
a convicted shoplifter as a dock worker. Its
reason: the items he stole weren't very valu
able! Courts even have decided that if an
employer asks an "improper" question at a
job interview-about, for example, such irrel
evant details as whether the applicant has a
criminal record, a history of mental illness, or
a problem with alcohol-the employee has a
"right to lie."

But one law the courts couldn't control was
the law of unintended consequences. There
are many. One is the virtual elimination of job
references. Standard policy at most compa
nies today is to admit that, yes, the former
employee who asked for a reference did work
here, in this position, between these dates,
period. The reason: an employer who says
that the employee was fired or was incompe
tent or assaulted his fellow workers could be
sued for defamation, malice, or "conscious
indifference." Some courts even order em
ployers to provide favorable references to
workers who have sued them. This is far more
intrusive than simple censorship: it is an
outright invasion of the employers' minds.

Another consequence of the laws is that
employers end up with less competent em
ployees. Because tests of physical strength
have "adverse impact" on women, for exam
ple, virtually every large U.S. city government
has been sued over the physical tests they use
to hire police and firefighters. The San Fran
cisco fire department, which had formerly
asked recruits to lift a ISO-pound sack up a
flight of stairs, now lets them drag a 40-pound
sack-across a smooth floor. Although easing
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standards has not substantially increased the
number of women hired-Olson estimates
that only about one percent of firefighters
nationwide are women-an unintended con
sequence is increased hiring of weak men.

Ever wonder why companies often an
nounce generally available severance pack
ages to large numbers of employees rather
than pruning out the ones they want to get rid
of? Olson shows how this now-common prac
tice is a way around the age-discrimination
law and other employment laws. Employers
cannot be legally safe by firing just employees
beyond a certain age, nor can they be legally
safe by firing just the incompetent or less
competent employees. A further unintended
consequence of the laws is to make career and
retirement planning difficult for employees.
Now, if employees quit without being offered
a severance package, they might miss out on
one offered the next month.

One of the most ominous consequences of
the changes in employment law is the stifling
of free speech. In 1992 a federal court ordered
that workers in a government office be pre
vented from making remarks contrary to the
religious beliefs of their fellow employees.
But making remarks contrary to other peo
ple's religious beliefs is precisely one of the
kinds of speech that the founding fathers
meant to protect with the First Amendment.
The First Amendment says there shall be "no
law . .. abridging the freedom of speech"?
What part of "no law" don't those judges
get?

When you read Olson's book, you see how
superficial is the current conservative push for
ending quotas in hiring. "If official encour
agement for preferences were withdrawn to
morrow," he writes, "the great bulk of litiga
tion would continue, and so would most of the
managerial headaches." You also see how
callous, hypocritical, and possibly outright evil
some of the advocates of the new employment

law are. Take, for example, the many con
gressmen who voted to eliminate mandatory
retirement for almost all employers, but to
keep automatic retirement at age 55 for
firefighters and police who guard federal in
stallations. The congressmen presumably un
derstood that alertness and strength decline
with age, but cared only when it affected the
places they worked. Or take Warren Rud
man's claim, when he was a U.S. Senator from
New Hampshire, that the Senate's rights in
dealing with their employees should be "ab
solute" because otherwise the Senate would
be subject "to the whims of a U.S. district
court judge" who "would have the power to
overrule the considered judgment of 100
members of this body." Why didn't Rudman
use the same arguments to defend the rights
of other employers? Finally, take Ira Glasser,
then executive director of the American Civil
Liberties Union, which has been in the fore
front of the battle to prevent employers from
firing employees. When he had a disagree
ment with an employee, he ordered, "Please
leave the building and take only personal
possessions with you."

Olson notes that when association is com
pelled, as the law now does, what suffers most,
ironically, is diversity. "A nation that truly
cared about diversity would allow the flour
ishing of both bawdy calendars at some work
places and Bible readings at others," he
writes. Fortunately, Olson offers a solution:
freedom of association. With employers and
employees free to deal with each other-or
not-employees can choose employers whose
desires and characteristics fit their own, and
so can employers. Olson writes: "[L]iberty
the simple policy of refusing to force others to
deal with us against their will and without
their consent-turns out to be the best
method to elicit the greatest willingness and
enthusiasm to cooperate from those who
might do us good." D
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Benjamin Constant
Liberty and Private Life

by Jim Powell

The French thinker Benjamin Constant
was, according to respected Oxford Uni

versity scholar Isaiah Berlin, "the most elo
quent of all defenders of freedom and priva
cy." Constant's most important contribution:
he recognized that "the main problem ... [is]
how much authority should be placed in any
set of hands. For unlimited authority in any
body's grasp was bound, he believed, sooner
or later, to destroy somebody."

Constant described the dynamic of collec
tivism that would become a scourge during
the twentieth century. For instance: "the
primitive conquerors were satisfied with out
ward submission; they did not inquire into the
private lives or local customs of their victims
. . . the conquerors of today are resolved to
gaze over the level surface of their empire and
to encounter no deviation from uniformity ...
local interests and traditions contain a germ
of resistance, which a centralized authority
tolerates unwillingly and attempts to eradi
cate at the first opportunity. It finds the
isolated individual easier to deal with; without
effort it crushes him beneath its mighty
weight."

He denounced war, "the greatest offense
that a government today can commit. It
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the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal,
Barron's, American Heritage, and more than three
dozen other publications. Copyright © 1997 by Jim
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destroys every social guarantee without com
pensation; it jeopardizes every form of liberty;
it injures every interest; it upsets every secu
rity; it weighs upon every fortune. It combines
and legitimizes every kind of internal and
external tyranny."

Constant believed the key issue is to keep
political power out of private life. "For forty
years," he reflected, "I have defended the
same principle: freedom in everything, in
religion, in philosophy, in literature, in indus
try, in politics-and by freedom I mean the
triumph of the individual both over an au
thority that would wish to govern by despotic
means and over the masses who claim the
right to make a minority subservient to a
majority.... The majority has the right to
oblige the minority to respect public order,
but everything which does not disturb public
order, everything which. is purely personal
such as our opinions, everything which, in
giving expression to opinions, does no harm to
others either by provoking physical violence
or opposing contrary opinions, everything
which, .in industry, allows a rival industry to
flourish freely-all this is something individ
ual that cannot legitimately be surrendered to
the power of the state."

Constant made some spectacular flip-flops,
he had tangled love affairs, and he ran up big
gambling debts, so he was an easy target for
criticism. These things, noted intellectual his
torian Biancamaria Fontana, "were all dis
tinctive marks of a traditional aristocratic
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education. Though they may strike the mod~

ern reader as adventurous and romantic,
there was nothing especially odd or unusual
about them. What was truly eccentric about
Constant's life was ... the unsettling extent of
his cosmopolitanism." He moved easily
among intellectuals in France, Germany, Hol~
land, Belgium, and Britain, as well as his
native Switzerland. He absorbed the ideas of
Baron de Montesquieu about law and the
ideas of Adam Smith and Jean Baptiste Say
about markets. He was a friend of Wilhelm
von Humboldt, Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe, and Johann Christoph Friedrich von
Schiller. In the French Chamber of Deputies,
Constant championed civil liberties with the
legendary Lafayette.

Victor Hugo believed that Constant was
"one of those rare men, who furbish, polish,
and sharpen the general ideas of their times."
Said Lafayette: "Endowed with one of the
most extensive and varied esprits which has
ever existed ... the master of all the languages
and literatures of Europe, he united to the
highest degree sagacity ... and the faculty,
especially attributable to the French school,
of making clear abstract ideas."

Constant was an eyeful. "His appearance
was striking," noted biographer J. Christo
pher Herold, "tall and gangling, in his late
twenties; a pale, freckled face surmounted by
a shock of flamboyant red hair, braided at the
nape and held up by a small comb; a nervous
tic; red-rimmed myopic [blue] eyes; ironic
mouth; a long, finely curved nose; long torso,
poor posture, slightly pot-bellied, long~

legged, wearing a long flapping riding coat-a
decidedly gauche, unhandsome, yet interest
ing and attractive figure of a man, certainly
somebody altogether out of the ordinary."

By his fifties, Constant had become a fa
miliar figure as a member of the Chamber of
Deputies, the French elected legislative body
where he was an outstanding champion of
freedom of speech and freedom of the press.
Baron de Loeve-Veimars recalled Constant
"dressed in his gold-embroidered deputy's
uniform so as to be ready to address the
House from the tribune where it was obliga~

tory to wear this formal dress. His hair was
blond and turning white, and on his head he
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wore an old round hat. He carried under his
arm a coat, books, manuscripts, printer's
proofs, a copy of the budget and his crutch.
Once he had got rid of all these impedimenta
and was seated on his bench, on the far left,
he began to write and send off an unbelievable
quantity of letters and notes to people ...
answered the questions of all those crowding
around him."

According to historian Paul Thureau
Dangin, "At first sight one would never have
said that he had the usual qualities necessary
to make an orator. He seldom improvised
without having a pen in his hand; but his pen
had the quickness of speech, and sometimes
he wrote out his reply in full while still
listening to the harangue he was to refute. He
normally read his speeches from little pieces
of paper which he was constantly obliged to
put in order....

"With his clever rather than highly co
loured speeches, subtle rather than powerful
in their delivery, he showed great skill in
argument, rare presence of mind, he had a
way of saying everything, despite legal restric~
tions, so that even the most intolerant audi
ence understood what he was implying, and he
was nimble enough to slip through his oppo
nent's fingers and to stand up for himself even
in the tightest corner."

Beginnings
As Constant began the story of his life, he

wrote that "I was born on 25 October 1767, in
Lausanne, Switzerland, the son of Henriette
de Chandieu, who was from a formerly
French family which had taken refuge in the
Pays de Vaud for religious reasons, and Juste
Constant de Rebecque, a colonel in a Swiss
regiment in the service of Holland. My
mother died as a result of giving birth, a week
after I was born."

He had a succession of tutors and read eight
to ten hours a day. Mter trying to get him
admitted to Oxford University ·(he was too
young), Juste sent him to the University of
Erlangen (Bavaria), where he began learning
German and became addicted to gambling.
Then he transferred to the University of
Edinburgh where faculty included such dis-
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tinguished friends of liberty as Adam Smith,
Adam Ferguson, and Dugald Stewart. Con
stant mainly studied history and Greek. Mter
two years, he went to Paris and studied with
the intellectual Jean-Baptiste-Antoine Su
ard-his friends included Scottish philoso
pher David Hume, English playwright David
Garrick, English novelist Lawrence Sterne,
French mathematician Jean Ie Rond
d'Alembert, French philosopher Marquis de
Condorcet, and Lafayette. Before Constant
was 18, he had learned to get along in three
languages, and he was exposed to the ideas of
brilliant thinkers.

In May 1789 he married Baroness Wil
helmina von Cramm, lady-in-waiting for the
Duchess of Brunswick, but she didn't share his
intellectual curiosity, and they were divorced.

Constant watched the French Revolution
as it lurched from constitutionalism to Jaco
bin Terror. "I am currently busy reading and
refuting Burke's book against the French
levellers," he wrote a friend. "This famous
book contains as many absurdities as it does
lines, and thus it is highly successful in all
English and German circles. He defends the
nobility, the exclusions of the sectaires, the
establishment of a dominant religion, and
other things of this nature.... I believe, as you
do, that what we are witnessing is fundamen
tally knavery and fury. But I prefer the
knavery and fury which overthrow citadels,
destroy titles and similar follies, and place all
religions on an equal footing, to those which
seek to preserve and hallow these wretched
monstrosities...."

Madame de Stael
On September 18, 1794, Constant met

Germaine de Stael on a road between Nyon
and Coppet, Switzerla~d. She was the 28
year-old daughter of Suzanne Curchod,
former lover of historian Edward Gibbon, and
Jacques Necker, a Geneva banker who had
served as tij,e last finance minister under
French King Louis XVI and had lent him
some 2 million francs. She was married off to
Eric-Magnus de Stael, impecunious Swedish
aristocrat who became ambassador to France.
He got some of her money, and she got better

connections at the French court. Madame de
Stael emerged as the most influential woman
in Europe-brilliant, bold, vain, and sensuous.

She launched a fabled salon that attracted
the leading lights .of French life, including
Condorcet and Lafayette. As Constant de
scribed his impressions of her: "I have seldom
seen such a combination of astounding and
attractive qualities; so much brilliance cou
pled with so much good sense; such expansive,
positive. kindness; such immense generosity;
such gentle and sustained politeness in soci
ety; such charm and simplicity; such absence
of all restraint within the circle of her inti
mates." Constant particularly admired her for
operating a remarkable network to help
friends escape from the French Reign of
Terror.

One of Madame de Stael's friends, Jean
Lambert Tallien, launched the political attack
on Maximilien Robespierre that brought his
overthrow and execution in July of 1794,
ending the Reign of Terror. Almost a year
later, May 25,1795, Constant and Stael ven
tured to Paris and witnessed the ruins of
revolution amidst runaway inflation. They
found many neighborhoods deserted. All
around they saw signs saying that properties
which the government had confiscated were
for sale. Impoverished aristocrats held tag
sales on the streets, offering their clothing,
furniture, draperies, statues, anything that
might fetch money for food. "The capital of
the world," according to Stael's friend Henri
Meister, "looks like an immense junk shop."

On September 23, 1795, the ruling Con
vention approved the third constitution since
the Revolution began. This one established an
executive consisting of a five-person Directory
and a two-chamber legislature~ The franchise
was limited to those of substantial means.
Members of the Convention wanted to retain
their power, so they proposed a law which
would require that two-thirds of the new
legislature come from the Convention. Con
stant launched his political career by writing
three articles opposing the proposed law,
published in the June 24, 25, and 26 issues
of Nouvelles Politiques-a newspaper edited
by his former tutor Jean-Baptiste-Antoine
Suard. He and Stael were accused of being
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dangerous counterrevolutionaries, and they
left Paris.

Napoleon's Ascent
Stael's friend Paul Barras, a member of the

Directory, turned his mistress, Josephine de
Beauharnais, over to an unemployed military
commander named Napoleon Bonaparte.
During the Revolution, Napoleon had
emerged as a Jacobin and, after the govern
ment declared war against Britain and Hol
land in February 1793, then against Spain the
following month, the country was soon sur
rounded by enemies. Napoleon demonstrated
his resourcefulness by driving British and
Spanish forces out of Toulon, about 40 miles
east of Marseilles on the Mediterranean. This
throttled royalist hopes of inciting an anti
Jacobin rebellion throughout southern
France. In December 1793, amidst the Reign
of Terror, the Convention named Napoleon a
brigadier general. When royalist forces
threatened to crush the Convention, Barras
summoned Napoleon, and on October 5,
1795, he unleashed his artillery.

In April 1796, Napoleon struck at the
Sardinian army and crushed it. By boldly
throwing himself into battle when his subor
dinates got bogged down, Napoleon captured
Milan, the financial and cultural capital of
Lombardy-and his awed men began calling
him "Le Petit Caporal" ("the Little Corpo
ral"). At Castiglione, Napoleon faced an
Austrian army that had grown until it was
three times bigger than his own forces, but he
took some 15,000 Austrian prisoners. Out
numbered by another Austrian army at Lodi
and Rivoli, Napoleon won again as he killed
some 30,000 Austrian soldiers. He set up
administration of his spoils-about half of
Italy-then returned triumphant to Paris.

On September 4, 1797 (known as 18 Fruc
tidor on the revolutionary calendar), Napo
leon helped Barras seize power, expelled
Directors who wanted to restore the Bourbon
monarchy, suppressed royalist newspapers,
and deported 165 dissidents to French Gui
ana. Horrified at the prospect of seeing the
Bourbons back in power, Constant praised
Barras.

Napoleon thirsted for military glory, so he
sailed for Egypt, which he hoped to capture
and thereby cut off Britain from its Indian
empire. The campaign was a disaster, and
Napoleon was lucky to escape back to
France-without his army or his fleet.

France was a mess. There was unrest be
cause of high taxes, forced loans, military
conscription, and the seizure of gold, silver,
and works of art. Poor people resented greedy
government officials who seized their crops
and their sons. There were price controls,
chronic shortages, and endless lines for the
simplest things like bread. Armed gangs ter
rorized merchants and travelers. In once
prosperous Lyons, an estimated 13,000 out of
15,000 shopkeepers had been driven out of
business. Directors responded by ordering
dissidents arrested, suppressing newspapers,
and deporting editors. French forces were
driven out of Germany and Italy. Napoleon's
stunning gains had been lost. On November 9,
1799 (18 Brumaire), Napoleon decided it was
time for him to seize power, and Constant and
Stael supported him as a lesser evil than
Jacobins or Bourbons.

Napoleon established a fa~ade of represen
tative government. There was a Tribunate
whose members received a 15,000-franc sal
ary and were expected not to cause any
trouble. Constant was appointed a Tribune,
but in his first address, January 5, 1800, he
presented a case for freedom of speech. He
denounced Napoleon's demand to have him
self named Consul for Life, which took place
August 2, 1802. This meant gaining absolute
power and suppressing civil liberties. "These
intellectuals are like vermin in my clothes,"
Napoleon remarked, "I shall shake them off."
Constant was dismissed. "He put himself into
opposition, thinking I would pay a high price
for his co-operation," Napoleon recalled
later. "He should have known that I do not
buy my enemies; I stamp on them."

Exile
Madame de Stael fled with Constant to

Coppet, her family estate near Geneva. Then
they traveled to Weimar, Germany, where he
worked on a history of religion. He got to
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know Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749
1832) and Johann Christoph Friedrich von
Schiller (1759-1805).

After the death of her father, Jacques
Necker, Madame de Stael turned for conso
lation to Constant, but he yearned to be free
of her dominating influence.. "Never have I
met a woman who is so incessantly exacting,"
he noted in his diary. "One's whole life (every
minute, every hour, every year) must be at her
disposal. When she gets into one of her rages,
then it is a tumult of all the earthquakes and
typhoons rolled into one. We must part ... it
is my sole chance for a peaceful life." During
their years together, she wrote about French
and German romanticism, but Constant's
important political writings came after their
romance ended in 1808.

He had already been at work two years on
his autobiographical novel,Adolphe. It chron
icled the doomed on-again, off-again affair
between aimless Adolphe and a Polish woman
named Ellenore. For years, Constant held
public readings of the evolving story, which
almost everybody assumed to be about him
self and Madame de Stael. The novel wasn't
published until 1816. By then, Constant had
married Charlotte von Hardenberg, who of
fered him the closest thing to domestic har
mony he would ever know.

Meanwhile, Napoleon had emerged as a
world-class monster. As historian Paul John
son wrote, Napoleon "created the first mod
ern police state, and he exported it. Austria,
Prussia, and Russia all learned from the
methods of Joseph Fouche, Bonaparte's min
ister of police, from 1799 to 1814.... Over 2
million people died as direct consequence of
Bonaparte's campaigns, many more through
poverty and disease and undernourishment.
Countless villages had been burned in the
paths of the advancing and retreating armies.
Almost every capital in Europe had been
occupied-some, like Vienna, Dresden, Ber
lin, and Madrid, more than once. Moscow had
been put to the torch.... The wars set back
the economic life of much of Europe for a
generation. They made men behave like
beasts, and worse."

In late November 1813, Constant started
writing a pamphlet, De ['esprit de conquete et

de ['usurpation, which developed a sophisti
cated, new vision of liberty. He focused not on
politics, which had preoccupied the leading
thinkers for decades, but on private life. He
insisted that commerce was the standard
bearer of civilization and peace. The Hanover
edition appeared on January 30, 1814. This
was followed by a London edition (March),
and two Paris editions (April, July).

Constant offered historical perspective,
writing that "what we now call civil liberty was
unknown to the majority of the ancient peo
ples. All the Greek republics, with the excep
tion of Athens, subjected individuals to an
almost unlimited social jurisdiction. The same
subjection of the individual characterized the
great centuries of Rome; the citizen had in a
way made himself the slave of the nation of
which he formed a part. He submitted himself
entirely to the decisions of the sovereign, of
the legislator; he acknowledged the latter's
right to watch over his actions and to constrain
his will."

Constant observed how tyrants demand
conformity. "The love of power," he wrote,
"soon discovered what immense advantages
symmetry could procure for it. While patrio
tism exists only by a vivid attachment to the
interests, the ways of life, the customs of some
locality, our so-called patriots have declared
war on all of these. They have dried up this
natural source of patriotism and have sought
to replace it by a factitious passion for an
abstract being, a general idea stripped of all
that can engage the imagination and speak to
the memory."

Napoleon Deposed
The British and their allies entered Paris on

March 31,1814. On April 6, the Senate, whose
members were nominated by Napoleon and
given the power of overthrowing laws consid
ered unconstitutional, voted to depose him.
He found sanctuary on the island of Elba,
between Corsica and western Italy. At the
same time, the Senate assigned some re
spected liberals like the economist Destutt de
Tracy (1754-1835) to help draft a new con
stitution. It soon became clear that the British
favored the restoration of the Bourbon mon-
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archy as the best bet for peace-the Bourbon
heir Comte de Provence, Louis XVIII, had
been an exile in Britain.

Upon his return to France, Louis XVIII set
aside the Senate's draft constitution, and in
May 1814 he issued the Declaration de Saint
Ouen promising toleration and yet another
constitution. The resulting Charte-pre
sented as a gift from the king-assured reli
gious toleration and equality before the law.
It affirmed the abolition of feudal fees and
church tithes. It accepted the Code Napoleon.
There was an ambiguous commitment to
freedom of the press. It specified that private
property which had been seized during the
Revolution wouldn't be taken away from
those who had acquired it during subsequent
decades. There would be a two-chamber legis
lature: the king would name members of the
House of Peers, and voters would elect mem
bers of the Chamber of Deputies. Louis XVIII
acknowledged the inevitability of some consti
tutionallimitations on government power, but
he certainly didn't intend to introduce British
style parliamentary government to France.

UItra-royalists, led by the king's brother,
the Comte d'Artois, considered the king a
sellout for accepting so many changes from
the Revolution and Napoleonic era. They
denounced Louis XVIII as a "crowned Jaco
bin" and "King Voltaire." As the first French
political party, the Ultras demanded that
royalists take over the administrative bureau
cracies Napoleon had established. They
wanted royalists who had fled the Revolution
either to get their property back or be com
pensated. They urged that dissidents be sup
pressed. When the king cut back the army, the
Ultras exploited bitterness among former
soldiers who needed money. And the Ultras
fanned resentment against the continued Al
lied occupation of France and interference in
French affairs. Ultras gained respectability
from the intellectual counterrevolution
against liberalism.

Constant responded to the Ultras by writ
ing pamphlets that helped educate French
people about parliamentary government for
the first time. For instance, in Les Reflexions
sur les Constitutions (Reflections on Constitu
tions and the Necessary Guarantees), he in-

sisted that the king must be politically neutral
as in Britain, ministers must be responsible for
government policy, and there should be an
unpaid, elected legislature. He asserted the
primacy of civil liberties, including trial by jury
and freedom of the press. When government
censors suppressed this pamphlet, Constant
wrote another, De la liberte des brochures, des
pamphlets et des journaux (The Freedom of
Pamphlets and Newspapers).

Napoleon's Return
On March 1, 1815, Napoleon escaped from

Elba and landed on the Cap d'Antibes, near
Cannes, with about 800,000 gold francs and
1,100 soldiers. As they marched north toward
Paris, more soldiers joined them.

Although Constant had loathed the Bour
bons, he gave Louis XVIII credit for acknowl
edging some liberal principles, and he wrote
an attack on Napoleon, published in Journal
de Paris on March 11. He followed this with a
March 19 attack in Journal des debats: "Na
poleon has not promised clemency.... He is
Attila, he is Genghis Khan, but more terrible
and more odious because the resources of
civilization are his to use. I have sought liberty
in all its forms; I have seen the king ally
himself with the nation." Constant added
what would prove to be embarrassing hyper
bole: "those who love liberty, will prefer to die
upon the steps of a throne by which that
liberty is safeguarded and assured."

The next day, Napoleon entered Paris with
his Polish Hussars, and Constant went into
hiding at Angers, about 150 miles southwest
of Paris. When he heard that Napoleon had
declared a general amnesty, he met Napo
leon's brother Joseph Bonaparte at the Palais
Royal and provided assurances of his coop
eration. Joseph Bonaparte claimed that Na
poleon learned his lesson and would support
constitutional government. The emperor
would purportedly need the help of respected
liberals like Constant, and, accordingly, he was
ushered into the Tuileries palace for a face
to-face meeting with Napoleon on Apri114. "I
need the support of the nation," Napoleon
told Constant. "In return, the nation will ask
for liberty; she shall have it."
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Constant's friends like Lafayette hooted at
the idea of Napoleon as a born-again liberal.
Constant countered: "I did not for one mo
ment believe in the sudden conversion of a
man who for so long had exercised so absolute
an authority.... I wanted to find out for
myself what we could still hope for, whether
his bitter experiences had in any manner
altered his mind."

Constant adapted the constitution which
had been accepted by Louis XVIII, and on
April 24 Napoleon accepted a modified ver
sion. To avoid public debate, Napoleon pre
sented it as a mere addition to existing
laws-Acte Additionnel aux Constitutions de
l'Empire. There were many features which
reflected Constant's views, but the Acte Ad
ditionnel stressed monarchy much more than
Constant would have liked. The Acte Addi
tionnel, known as La Benjamine, was ap
proved in a plebiscite and proclaimed June 1.

Principles of Politics
Constant had been working on Principes de

politique (Principles of Politics), and it was
published in Mayas an analysis of constitu
tional principles. "The citizens possess indi
vidual rights independently of all social and
political authority," he wrote, "and any au
thority which violates these rights becomes
illegitimate. The rights of the citizens are
individual freedom, religious freedom, free
dom of opinion, which includes the freedom
to express oneself openly, the enjoyment of
property, a guarantee against all arbitrary
power. No authority can call these rights into
question without destroying its own creden
tials."

Ultras demanded power to enforce virtu
ous behavior, but Constant warned that "Ar
bitrary power destroys morality, for there can
be no morality without security; there are no
gentle affections without the certainty that the
objects of these affections rest safe under the
shield of their innocence."

Constant challenged the doctrine that un
limited power was acceptable as long as it was
exercised in the name of popular sovereignty:
"When sovereignty is unlimited, there is no
means of sheltering individuals from govern-

ments. It is in vain that you pretend to submit
governments to the general will. It is always
they who dictate the content of this will, and
all your precautions become illusory."

He reaffirmed the urgency of limiting gov
ernment power: "You may divide powers as
much as you like; if the total of those powers
is unlimited, those divided powers need only
form a coalition, and there will be no remedy
for despotism. What matters to us is not that
our rights should not be violated by one power
without the approval of another, but rather
that any violation should be equally forbidden
to all powers alike."

But before anything could come of the new
constitution, the Prussian general Marshal
Blucher and the British Duke of Wellington
gathered 213,000 British, Prussian, Dutch,
and Belgian soldiers and on June 18, 1815,
routed Napoleon at Waterloo, near Brussels.
Napoleon demanded dictatorial power, but
Lafayette, a member of the Chamber of
Deputies, demanded Napoleon's abdication.
He was banished to a shabby, pink six-room
house (shared with his top officers and fam
ilies) on St. Helena, a British-controlled vol
canic island in the South Atlantic Ocean
about 1,140 miles west of South Africa, where
he was to die six years later. Allied armies
entered Paris on July 7, and the following day
Louis XVIII was again installed at the Tuile
ries palace.

Constant offered an apology to Louis XVIII,
and the king let him stay in France. Constant
settled down with his wife, Charlotte. (Ma
dame de Stael died of a stroke in Paris, July
17, 1817, at 51.) While trying to jump over a
garden wall, he injured his hip, and for the rest
of his life he needed crutches to get around.

Ultra-royalists gained a majority in the
Chamber of Deputies, and they did everything
they could to undermine Louis XVIII. They
made divorce illegal, imposed restrictions on
publishing and established the Cours Prevo
tales, a court to deal with defendants accused
of treason. People were arbitrarily arrested,
jailed for weeks without being brought to trial,
then hit with long prison sentences. The Allies
feared that such policies might trigger a new
revolution, and they urged Louis XVIII to
dissolve the Chamber ofDeputies, which he did.
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In 1817, the liberal-leaning Minister Elie
Decazes pushed through an extension of the
voting franchise to every Frenchman over 30
who paid more than 300 francs of taxes
about 88,000 out of an estimated 30 million
people. Constant and Lafayette were elected
from Sarthe, a district in central France. They
emerged as leaders of the new Liberal party.
By 1819, a new law granted more freedom of
the press.

Political debates intensified. Ultras pro
moted their views through newspapers like
Quotidienne and Drapeau Blanc. Moderates
had the Journal des Debats. Constant edited
MinelVe Fran~aise, and there was Constitu
tionnel, another liberal newspaper.

Constant defied laws against seditious
speech and writing-court decisions couldn't
be appealed, and sentences were carried out
within 24 hours. He produced dozens of
newspaper articles and pamphlets, and he
delivered hundreds of speeches. Nobody was
as steadfast a champion of freedom of speech
and freedom of the press. He went on to
launch a campaign against the African slave
trade. He kept attacking slavery for years
through articles, speeches, and debates.

Constant hailed commerce which "inspires
in men a vivid love of individual indepen
dence. Commerce supplies their needs, satis
fies their desires, without the intervention of
the authorities. This intervention is almost
always-and I do not know why I say almost
this intervention is indeed always a trouble
and an embarrassment. Every time collective
power wishes to meddle with private specu
lations, it harasses the speculators. Every time
governments pretend to do our own business,
they do it more incompetently and expen
sively than we would."

On December 22, 1824, Louis XVIII died,
and he was succeeded by his Ultra-royalist
brother, the Comte d'Artois, who became.
Charles X. He pushed for a succession of laws
to imprison people found guilty of offending
Catholic clergymen; to give Catholic clergy
the power to appoint all teachers in primary
school and to control secondary schools; and
to make it illegal for anybody ·to publicly
question the doctrine of the divine right of
kings. Constant, elected to the Chamber of

Deputies from a Paris district, led the oppo
sition.

Constant's health deteriorated seriously
during 1830. His legs became swollen. He
experienced paralysis in his feet, tongue, and
other parts of his body. He was confined to his
house at 17 rue d'Anjou, Paris. He told a
friend: "I have been unable to sustain an
hour's conversation."

On May 7, the king dissolved the Chamber
of Deputies and called new elections, but
Liberals won 274 of the 417 seats. On July 25,
the king dissolved the new Chamber of Dep
uties, which hadn't yet met, and announced a
tougher censorship policy aimed at suppress
ing political pamphlets-nothing under 25
pages could be published without prior ap
proval of censors. Journalists spurred by
Louis Adolph Thiers issued a call for resis
tance, and the next day merchants closed their
shops throughout Paris. There were riots July
28 and 29 in which some 2,000 people were
killed. The king had dispatched 40,000 of his
best soldiers to achieve colonial glory in
Algiers, so he was caught unprepared.

Lafayette wrote Constant: "A game is being
played here in which our heads are all at stake.
Bring yours!" He got out of bed but soon
encountered barricades that blocked many of
the streets in Paris. When he finally made it to
the Chamber of Deputies, they resolved to
depose the king and name as the successor the
Duc d'Orleans who, though related to the
Bourbons, had fought as a republican during the
French Revolution. Constant was among those
who secured his agreement to honor the fun
damental protections specified in the Charte of
1814. Soon aftelWard Charles X abdicated.

Constant died on December 8, 1830, with
his wife, Charlotte, at his side. He was 63.
There was a funeral service December 12 at
a Protestant church on rue Saint Antoine. As
his coffin was brought to the Cemetery of Pere
Lachaise, people waved the tricolor flags of
the Liberal Party. Lafayette told the crowd:
"Love of liberty, and the need of serving her,
always ruled his conduct. To say this is a
justice due him, over his grave, by a friend
who, less trusting and temperate than he, was
nevertheless the confidant of his most inti
mate thoughts."
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And there was this letter to Constant's wife,
Charlotte, signed by 13 people in the French
colonies of Martinique and Guadeloupe:
"How could we forget the Honourable Dep
uty who by his efforts did so much to abolish,
at least in part, the revolting ill-treatment of
which we were the victims.. .. The entire
family of coloured peoples dares to hope that
in your justifiable griefyou will deign to accept
the expression of the regrets which his loss
inspires in us-the loss ofa man who was always
the staunchest supporter of our rights."

Constant's most influential ideological suc
cessorwas Alexis de Tocqueville (1805-1859).
"The last generation in France," Tocqueville
wrote, "showed how a people might organize
a stupendous tyranny in the community at the
very time when they were baffling the author
ity of the nobility and braving the power of
kings.... When I feel the hand of power lie
heavy on my brow, I care but little to know
who oppresses me; and I am not the more
disposed to pass beneath the yoke, because it
is held out to me by the arms of a million men
. .. unlimited power is in itself a bad and
dangerous thing."

Although the French liberal journalist Ed
ward Laboulaye brought out an edition of
Constant's works in 1861, collectivism was
coming into fashion, and Constant was re-

membered as an author of French romantic
literature (mainlyAdolphe). This view contin
ues in some quarters-a 1993 biography of
Constant, by French literature professor Den
nis Wood, belittles his political philosophy.
Elizabeth Schermerhorn's 1924 biography re
mains the best in English.

But twentieth-century government horrors
have brought recognition that Constant had
fantastic insight. Political theorists F.A.
Hayek and Isaiah Berlin helped revive inter
est in Constant's political writings during the
1950s, and there was a new Paris edition of his
works in 1957. In 1980, the Institut Benjamin
Constant got started in Lausanne, Switzer
land, and the first English-language assess
ment of Constant's political contributions was
published-Benjamin Constant's Philosophy
of Liberalism by Brown University political
science professor Guy H. Dodge. Cambridge
University Press published the first English
translation of Constant's major political writ
ings in 1988. New documents have come to
light, and since 1993 the prestigious German
publisher Max Niemeyer Verlag has issued
the first three of a projected 40 volumes of
Constant's publications, memoirs, and corre
spondence. Let us hope that more people will
discover the genius of this great thinker for
liberty. 0
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Economics on Trial

Preaching to the Choir

by Mark Skousen

"Love your enemies, for they tell you your
faults."

-Poor Richard's Almanac

This past summer I attended the annual
meetings of the Bris Society, an organi

zation created by investment writer Doug
Casey. The purpose of the Bris Society is to
expand our horizons, meet new people, make
us think, and challenge our views on politics,
economics, science, and philosophy. Most of
the members of the Eris Society are, like
Doug, libertarians. And so, not surprisingly,
18 of the 25 speakers were libertarians, even
though the format of the Eris Society is
officially nonpartisan. Libertarians are not
alone in seeking out their own. People seem
more comfortable among friendly voices.
Agreement among friends seems more agree
able than argument among critics.

And yet, like many of you, I enjoy a good
argument. Contending with those who dis
agree-sometimes violently-teaches me far
more about the weakness of my arguments
than talking to colleagues who nod their head.
And there is nothing more satisfying than
convincing an opponent of the truthfulness of
a theory or policy.

Undoubtedly one of the reasons the Chi
cago School of free-market economics has
been more successful than the Austrian
School is because members of the Chicago

Dr. Skousen is an economist at Rollins College,
Department of Economics, Winter Park, Florida
32789, and editor of Forecasts & Strategies, one of
the largest investment newsletters in the country.

School have traditionally addressed the entire
economics profession in mainstream journals
and books, while Austrians typically spend
most of their time writing and chatting among
themselves.

In the early 1950s, Ludwig von Mises was
invited by a major Ivy League university to
give a one-hour lecture on his vision of
free-market economics. He declined the in
vitation, arguing that it would be "impossible
for me to present the operation of the market
economy in a short lecture."l What a pity!
Surely he could have countered the anti
capitalist mentality on this major campus,
even if he were limited to an hour lecture. He
might have changed the minds of only one or
two students or faculty members, but that's a
beginning. Eventually one or two become a
group and a group becomes a school and a
school becomes a movement. ...

I always make it a point of talking, corre
sponding, and reading the works of non
believers and critics. I enjoy reading John
Kenneth Galbraith, Robert Heilbroner, Paul
Samuelson, and Alan Blinder. I've made a
point of seeking them out at annual meetings
of the American Economic Association. You
may have noticed that I frequently cite critics
in my columns, not because I agree with them,
but because· they offer a useful counterpoint.
And maybe I've even had an impact. Sure, I
gain much from reading Milton Friedman,
Ludwig von Mises, Henry Hazlitt, and other
free-market economists, but it's not enough to
preach to the choir.

I know many of you have a hard time
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listening to the opposition. They make your
blood boil and you may be tempted to throw
their book aside, walk out of their lecture, or
make a snide remark. It's hard sometimes to
be civil to a speaker you strongly disagree
with. R. M. Hartwell, former president of the
Mont Pelerin Society, urged members to be
"masters of the art of civilized discourse,
eschewing rudeness and what Adam Smith
called 'the insolence and brutality of anger.,,,2

Reading the Critics
In addition to books, there are several

publications I read on a regular basis to find
out what market critics are thinking and
saying. Bernard Saffran writes a column in
The Journal of Economic Perspectives, "Rec
ommendations for Further Reading," which
summarizes interesting articles written by
economists of all schools of thought.

Another publication I read regularly is
Challenge magazine, published bimonthly by
M. E. Sharpe (80 Business Park Dr., Armonk;
New York 10504, (800) 541-6563, $45 a year).
Most of the contributors are what we might
term "social democrats," economists who
favor various forms of government interven
tion. A recent issue included "The Case for
Subsidizing Wages," by Edmund Phelps;
"The Future of Macroeconomics," by James
Tobin, Alan S. Blinder, and James K. Gal
braith; and an article on how privatization of
Social Security hurts women. Challenge occa-
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sionally includes an article from a free-market
economist, but invitations are definitely lim
ited.

Creating a Dialogue
One of the best publications offering a

dialogue among economists and social think
ers across the spectrum is Critical Review,
published quarterly by a foundation estab
lished by Howard and Andrea Rich, who also
operate Laissez Faire Books (Critical Review,
P. O. Box 1254, Danbury, Connecticut 06813,
(203) 794-1312, $29 a year). The editor,
Jeffrey Friedman of Yale University, selects a
subject in each issue and invites a variety of
viewpoints. For example, a past issue (Fall
1991) devoted to "Big Business" included a
negative review by industrial organization
expert F. M. Scherer of D. T. Armentano's
Antitrust and Monopoly: Anatomy of a Policy
Failure. Another issue (Summer 1996) high
lighted "Critics of Capitalism" and included a
debate between Steve Horwitz and Greg Hill
on Keynesianism and market failure. Critical
Review offers a delightful "interdisciplinary"
forum for market advocates to take on market
critics, and vice versa. The result is always a
lively, yet scholarly, debate. 0

1. Ludwig von Mises, Planning for Freedom, 4th ed. (Liber
tarian Press, 1980), p. 166. Mises declined to identify the name
of the university.

2. R. M. Hartwell, address before the Mont Pelerin Society
meetings in Vienna, Austria, September 1994.
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BOOKS
The Cross and the Rain Forest: A
Critique of Radical Green Spirituality

by Robert Whelan, Joseph Kirwan, and
Paul Haffner
Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and
Liberty & William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company. 1996 • 163 pages. $16.00 paperback

Reviewed by Ken Ewert

Strident, apocalyptic environmentalist rhetoric
has become a regular feature of American life.

Vice President Al Gore intones that, "We must
make the rescue of the environment the central
organizing principle for civilization." Other eco
prophets demand a halt to economic growth, an
end to market economies and industrial develop
ment, and an abandonment of the notion of
"progress." Apparently we must repent of unen
lightened desires to improve the quality of human
life.

While perhaps not yet accepted by "the man on
the street," these extreme ideas are more than
trendy prattle at yuppie (vegetarian) dinner par
ties. The widespread preaching of environmental
ism in public schools-from kindergarten through
university-will have its implications. Already, ac
cording to one survey, 63 percent of schoolchildren
have lobbied their parents to recycle, and the
situation has one author suggesting that the tradi
tional classroom three "Rs" are in danger of being
replaced by the enviro three "Rs"-reduce, reuse,
and recycle.

While numerous free-market rebuttals have
been penned against radical environmentalism, for
the most part these works have taken aim at the
proverbial tip of the iceberg. Radical environmen
talism is primarily a religion. And, as The Cross and
the Rain Forest: A Critique of Radical Green Spir
ituality makes clear, it must be examined and
critiqued as one. This small book, authored by
Robert Whelan, Joseph Kirwan, and Paul Haffner,
is a worthy start. Well researched and providing a
wealth of quotations, The Cross and the Rain Forest
is an insightful look at the philosophical footings of
environmentalism.

While the roots go back much further, in 1966,
the historian Lynn White gave what proved to be

a significant speech entitled The Historical Roots of
Our Ecologic Crisis. In this speech White attributed
the "ecologic crisis" to the Christian tradition.
Christianity, White wrote, "insisted that it is God's
will that man exploit nature for his proper ends."
In what became a famous phrase, White pro
claimed that Christianity was "the most anthropo
centric religion the world has seen." He lamented
that Christianity made science and technology
possible by displacing the pagan animistic belief
that everything has its own genus loci, or guardian
spirit.

Prophetically, White called for a new religion to
replace Christianity. Modern environmentalism is
a significant facet of this new religion. A tired and
intellectually anemic Christianity is being deposed
by a very old "new" religion: neo-paganism. The
current battle, then, rages not over scientific facts
or economic realities, but over religious presup
positions. The decisive questions are not regarding
ozone depletion or species extinction. The ques
tions are religious: Is nature made for man, or is
man made for nature? Is man uniquely created in
the image of God, or is he merely one (possibly
carcinogenic) part of nature? Does sin consist of
breaking the laws of a holy God, or does it consist
of unapologetically using nature? Is the gospel the
good news of God's saving work, or the command
that man conform himself to his "natural environ
ment"?

The Cross and the Rain Forest cogently illumi
nates the religious nature of the conflict-aconflict
not destined to be settled merely by appeal to
scientific evidence or economics. The ultimate
victor in this battle will be the most powerful
g~p~ 0

Ken Ewert is the editor of U-TURN, a quarterly
Biblical worldview publication.

The Economic Laws of Scientific
Research

by Terence Kealey
New York: 81. Martin's Press. 1996 • 396 pages
• $75.00 cloth; $19.95 paperback

Reviewed by George C. Leef

Americans have come to accept that a vast
number of important functions can only be

done if they are run by or at least subsidized by the
state. According to conventional wisdom, govern
ment has to provide lighthouses, bus service,



income security, schools, disaster relief, and much
more. To that list we should add scientific research.
Scientific research, it is generally assumed, is a
"public good" that would be underprovided if left
up to the market. Therefore, the government needs
to supply enough funds to make sure that we don't
miss out on scientific breakthroughs.

Like much that passes for conventional wisdom,
this belief is mistaken, so argues Terence Kealey in
The Economic Laws ofScientific Research. Kealey,
a clinical biochemist at Cambridge University, has
penned a thought-provoking book that blends
economic theory with the history of science to
challenge the idea that we need or even benefit
from government support for scientific research. It
is a book that buttresses free-market theoreticians,
who will no longer have to say, "Well, in theory,
there is no reason to believe that we need to
subsidize scientific research." Kealey's book gives
us a detailed treatment of the issue that should
prove to be extremely valuable in arguing against
this use of tax dollars.

Government funding of science turns out to be
no better than government funding of business; the
political system can no more pick winners and
losers in scientific research than it can in markets
for goods and services. A case in point: In 1833,
Charles Babbage came up with an idea for a
mechanical computing device, and managed to
persuade the British government to give him
£17,000 for the construction of his so-called "Dif
ference Engine." After squandering the funds and
having produced nothing, Babbage asked the
government for more money for a different
project, his "Analytical Engine." When it denied
his request, he denounced the government for its
"indifference toward science." Twenty years
later, two Swedish engineers managed to build
the "Difference Engine" with a grant of less than
5 percent of what Babbage spent. But they found
that there was no market for the invention.
Politicized science turns out to be just as wasteful
as politicized housing, education, transportation,
or anything else.

But if government doesn't fund scientific re
search, won't the "free rider" effect kick in and give
us too little science? Won't organizations sit back
and wait for others to undertake the basic research
and then jump in to capitalize on it, getting a "free
ride"? Like other claimed "free rider" problems
that ostensibly call for some coercive "solution,"
the supposed need for government involvement in
science disappears upon close examination. Kealey
argues that scientific knowledge is never free. A
firm can't keep up with, much less utilize current
science unless it maintains a scientific staff that is
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working in the field. And there is no more need for
the state to subsidize a firm's costs of acquiring
scientific knowledge that might prove profitable
than there is for it to subsidize the acquisition of
any other kind of useful knowledge.

Moreover, the author argues, government fund
ing of science may well be a negative-sum game.
Governmental money does not augment private
scientific spending; it replaces it, often at more than
a one-to-one ratio. Thus, we get less scientific
research that someone thought held enough prom
ise to justify voluntary expenditure (Le., was ex
pected to pass the test of the market) and more
scientific research of the sort that appeals to
federal grant administrators. That is a bad trade-off
indeed.

The Economic Laws of Scientific Research also
obliterates the "market failure" argument used to
justify government intervention. There is no defect
in the market for scientific information that re
quires us to tax the populace, send money off to
Washington, and then rely on bureaucratic grant
ing agencies to make the optimal use of it by
shipping it off to scientists who want support. We
would be better off if we took the government out
of the loop.

Terence Kealey has written a witty, well-argued
book showing for the nth time that the market
outperforms its statist alternative. An excellent
addition to the literature of market success and
government failure. D

George C. Leef is the book review editor for The
Freeman.

PBS: Behind the Screen

by Laurence Jarvik
Prima Publishing. 1997 • 362 pages. $25.00

Reviewed by William H. Peterson

"If PBS won't do it, who will?"
Clever PBS slogan all right, but· as to the

part about "who will?"-how about the Discovery
Channel, the History Channel, A&E, and other
upscale, if for-profit, TV channels? Recall, PBS
stands for Public-repeat, Public, which means,
translated, government-supported-Broadcasting
System, a 1,000-station radio and TV network of
news, instruction, and entertainment.

Currently PBS is the recipient of much sought
after federal funding to the tune of some 14 percent
of its estimated $2 billion budget, or about $280
million, while garnering but two percent of the U.S.
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audience. Viewer, listener, foundation, and corpo
rate support along with some state and community
funding cover the rest b~ the budget.

One rub with government funding, says Lau
rence Jarvik, then of the Capital Research Center,
a Washington-based think tank, is its liberal ide
ology, an ideology that permeates its programs.

A related rub is its forcing legions of nonviewers
and nonlisteners of PBS, who happen to be tax
payers, to fund something not of their choice.
These trapped forgotten men and women prefer to
watch football, baseball, basketball, sitcoms, movie
reruns, local and national news, and the like on
ABC, CBS, NBC, and Fox-affiliated TV stations,
yet they·· must pay up nonetheless. Jarvik also
charges wasteful redundancy in the 300-station
PBS TV network. (I attest the charge: As a D.C.
resident I easily tune in either PBS Channel 26 in
D.C. or PBS Channe122 in Baltimore.)

Jarvik concedes the many quality shows pre
sented by PBS, including "Nova," "The Civil War,"
and "Masterpiece Theater," with its own unfor
gettable "Upstairs, Downstairs" series. He is also
struck by William F. Buckley Jr.'s "Firing Line"
and Milton Friedman's "Free to Choose" series for
their conservatismllibertarianism.

But he charges that "Firing Line" represents
"the triumph of tokenism" and all manner of subtle
and unsubtle putdowns of host Bill Buckley and his
producers. And he recounts the trials and tribula
tions of getting "Free to Choose" on the air.
President Gerald Ford appointed conservative
economist W. Allen Wallis as PBS board chairman.
Wallis quit after a year, "disgusted" at the PBS lack
of balance-its liberal ideology. For example, well
before "Free to Choose," PBS staged liberal John
Kenneth Galbraith's "Age of Uncertainty" TV
series, with host Galbraith ever calling for state
interventions as solutions of national economic
problems such as high unemployment. Galbraith
touted Keynesian fiscal measures and other central
planning ideas. Natch.

Friedman's name, when it came up, was anath
ema to PBS executives. They rejected his laissez
faire policies, his seeing government as the prob
lem and not the solution. Wallis says PBS viewed
Friedman as "a fascist, an extreme right-winger
and didn't want anything to do with him." That
would've been the end of the story were it not for
a fluke: a conservative/libertarian PBS station man
ager of WQLN in Erie, Pennsylvania, and a gifted
fund-raiser, Robert Chitester.

Chitester had also found the Galbraith series
statist and one-sided. He drove over to the nearby
University of Rochester campus to lunch with its
renowned chancellor, the self-same W. Allen Wal-

lis. Chitester asked Wallis to name someone to
rebut Galbraith. Wallis suggested Friedman. Chit
ester agreed and raised the necessary seed money.
Friedman was at first reluctant, but wife Rose
helped persuade him. So was born an amazing
counter-Galbraithian PBS TV series, Friedman's
"Free to Choose," still available on videotape. The
rest, as is said, is history.

Concludes Laurence Jarvik in this excellent
expose of politically correct PBS: "If one truly
values freedom, especially freedom of speech, one
must honestly recognize that a free marketplace of
ideas cannot possibly exist in an intellectual and
administrative environment hostile to the very
concept of the free market itself."

Amen.

Dr. Peterson, adjunct scholar at the Heritage Foun
dation, is the Distinguished Lundy Emeritus Profes
sor of Business Philosophy at Campbell University,
Buies Creek, North Carolina.

Faith of Our Fathers

edited.by Mary Sennholz
The Foundation for Economic Education. 1997
• 398 pages • $19.95 paperback

Reviewed by Norman S. Ream

A lthough it cannot be established that Alexis de
Tocqueville actually wrote his much quoted

words to the effect that"America is great because
America is good," that conclusion seems more and
more to be verified by the passage of time as the
greatness ofAmerica fades along with its goodness.

Tocqueville was convinced, as have been the
majority of our best historians, that Americans of
the eighteenth centurywere dedicated to the moral
and ethical precepts of Jesus and the New Testa
ment. That indeed was the "Faith of Our Fathers."
The idea that many of the Founding Fathers were
atheists and agnostics is completely false. Not only
were most of them devoutly religious, they firmly
believed that liberty and justice depended on an
observance of the moral and ethical demands of
the Christian religion. A people desiring individual
freedom and national prosperity had of necessity to
be guided by high standards of morality and ethics
and a condition could grow and develop only out
of a strong religious faith. These were the ideas
whose consequence would be "one nation under
God with liberty and justice for all."

These are also the ideas and principles that have



been nourished and advocated by The Foundation
for Economic Education and its journal, The
Freeman, for the past several decades. Now Mary
Sennholz has culled from that journal 25 of the best
articles concerning the faith that made America
great, the ideas and principles that produce a
happy and prosperous citizenry and how the great
blessings of liberty can be preserved. As the editor
states in her introduction, "The moral and self
evident truths that guided our Founding Fathers
may not be fashionable in our time, but they are as
inescapable and inexorable as they have been
throughout the ages. Weare free to ignore and
disobey them, but we cannot escape the rising price
we must pay for defying them."

The book is in four sections designated: 1. The
Spirit of '76; II. A Biblical View; III. The Rights of
Man; and IV. The Crisis of Our Age. Among the
authors well known to Freeman readers are Clar
ence Carson, George Roche, F. A. Harper, Ben
Rogge, John Williams, Ed Opitz, and Erik von
Kuehnelt-Leddihn. The authors agree that the crisis
facing America today is not an economic nor a
political one but a moral and spiritual one. It is a crisis
of character that has produced a crisis of behavior, a
poverty of values caused by a poverty of faith.
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It is within the limitations of this Faith of Our
Fathers that the authors included here believe any
economic and political system must operate if it is
to preserve and protect individual freedom. It is a
faith in universally valid principles and objective
truths which hold man to be ultimately responsible
for his own welfare and considers it immoral for
government with its monopoly of power forcibly to
take from one citizen in order to give to another.
Hence this faith becomes the source of the free
market philosophy.'

Again, as the editor insists, "To the Founding
Fathers, the God of nature and the God of
Scripture was the same God. Surely there were
differences in the understanding of natural law and
the interpretation of revealed law, but the differ
ences did not raise a doubt on the common bond,
the Judea-Christian faith. It was a spiritual and
moral foundation on which America was built."

It is the same spiritual and moral foundation
that shall make it. possible for us to endure as a
"great and good" nation with liberty and justice for
~L 0

Norman S. Ream is.a retired minister living in Estes
Park, Colorado.



"The mostexcitingnew intellectual journal"
tn many yearS!-WILLIAM NISKANEN, Chairman, Cato Institute

Transcending the all-too-common politi
cization and superficiality of public
policy research and debate, The INDE

PENDENT REVIEW is the interdisciplinary,
quarterly journal devoted to political econo
my and the critical analysis of government
policy. Edited by Robert Higgs, The INDE
PENDENT REVIEW is superbly written,
provocative, and based on solid scholarship.

Ranging across economics, political sci
ence, law, history, philosophy, sociology, and
related fields, The INDEPENDENT REVIEW
boldly challenges the politicization and bur
eaucratization of our world, featuring in
depth examinations of current policy ques
tions by many of the world's outstanding
scholars and policy experts. Undaunted and
uncompromising, this is the journal that will
pioneer future debate!
liThe Independent Review is ofgreat interest. II

- c. VANN WOODWARD, Pulitzer Prize-Winner, Yale U.
liThe Independent Review is distinctive in badly needed ways. II

- LELAND YEAGER, Professor of Economics, Auburn Univ.
liThe Independent Review is an exciting new journal."
- JOHN DIGGINS, Prof. of History, City U. of New York
". .. does not accept the pronouncements ofgovernment officials
at face value, nor the conventional wisdom over serious public
problems."
- JOHN MACARTHUR, Publisher, Harper's Magazine
liThe Independent Review avoids faddish pyrotechnics while
seeking objectivity and high standards."
- TIMUR KURAN, Prof. of Econ., U. of Southern California
"A great team, economic logic and tough analysis."
- BRUCE YANDLE, Former Executive Director, F.T.C.
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